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RECEIVER’S

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Northwest Angling Adventures Ltd. (the “Company”) was assigned into
bankruptcy by its sole shareholder
PricewaterhouseCoopers Inc
“Trustee”).

1.2 On March 28, 2013
Attached as Appendix A
was appointed upon an application by the Trustee. The Trustee had disputed a
secured claim for approximately $2.6 m
president, Mr. Uehara and had applied to the Court for a determination of the
claim on short notice. This applicat
concluded that a sales process needed to be commenced immediately to preserve
value so it applied for the app
while the dispute ov

1.3 The purpose of this
Court in support of the

1.3.1 Approval of

1.3.2 Approval of
Ash Creeks W.M.U., LLC and Michael Uehara or assignee
Asset Purc

2. BACKGROUND

Company Overview

2.1 The Company operates a seasonal luxury resort called King Pacific Lodge. The
resort is a floating lodge that is moored in
Island on the west coast of British
ecotourism activities
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Northwest Angling Adventures Ltd. (the “Company”) was assigned into
uptcy by its sole shareholder and director on March 14, 2013 and

PricewaterhouseCoopers Inc. (“PwC”), was appointed Trustee

On March 28, 2013 the Court appointed PwC as Receiver of the Company
Appendix A is the Court’s Order appointing a Receiver.

was appointed upon an application by the Trustee. The Trustee had disputed a
secured claim for approximately $2.6 million advanced by the Company

Mr. Uehara and had applied to the Court for a determination of the
claim on short notice. This application was adjourned. Howev
concluded that a sales process needed to be commenced immediately to preserve
value so it applied for the appointment of a Receiver to facilitate a sales process
while the dispute over the secured claim remained unresolved

The purpose of this, the Receiver’s first report, is to provide information to the
Court in support of the Receiver’s application to the Court for the following:

al of the Receiver’s activities to date; and

Approval of the sale of the Company’s assets and undertakings to
reeks W.M.U., LLC and Michael Uehara or assignee

Asset Purchase Agreement dated May 16, 2013.

Company Overview

The Company operates a seasonal luxury resort called King Pacific Lodge. The
resort is a floating lodge that is moored in Barnard Inlet near

on the west coast of British Columbia. The lodge offers wilderness and
ecotourism activities as well as sport fishing excursions in the nearby Great Bear
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Northwest Angling Adventures Ltd. (the “Company”) was assigned into
on March 14, 2013 and

Trustee in Bankruptcy (the

of the Company.
Order appointing a Receiver. The Receiver

was appointed upon an application by the Trustee. The Trustee had disputed a
illion advanced by the Company’s

Mr. Uehara and had applied to the Court for a determination of the
ion was adjourned. However the Trustee had

concluded that a sales process needed to be commenced immediately to preserve
to facilitate a sales process

unresolved.

provide information to the
ourt for the following:

the sale of the Company’s assets and undertakings to Spring &
reeks W.M.U., LLC and Michael Uehara or assignee pursuant to an

The Company operates a seasonal luxury resort called King Pacific Lodge. The
Inlet near Princess Royal

Columbia. The lodge offers wilderness and
in the nearby Great Bear
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Rainforest. The lodge typically operates from June 1 to mid/late September and is
closed during the remainder of the year.

2.2 The lodge has been operating since 1989
operations in 199
a resident of Tokyo, Japan. Mr. Michael Uehara, a West Vancouver resident, is
the current president and has managed

Business Operations

2.3 Guests have historically been flown by charter aircraft from Vancouver to Bella
Bella and then from Bella Bella to the Lodge by sea plane. The typical length of
stay is 4 days. Guests can book their visits to the lodge at any time during the
year by placing deposits to secure their reservation. Full payment for guest visits
are due 90 days prior to a guest’s arrival.

2.4 At the end of an operating season, the
and the fishing boats are relocated to Prince Rupert. The floating lodge
moored in a remote location close to Prince Rupert under contract with
Wainwright Marine Ltd.,
personnel. All fishing boats, outboards, tour equipment and other items requiring
maintenance are stored by various suppl
Vancouver.

2.5 The period from
Company’s operations. During this period, most of the significant preparations
are made for the summer operating season. In particular, during this pe
following tasks are required to be undertaken:

2.5.1 The Company initiates its marketing and advertising campaigns
significant sales activity is undertaken to secure and confirm bookings.
Approximately one half of the typical guest volume provide
March 1 each year

2.5.2 Maintenance activities not completed during the fall/winter period are
completed to ensure the lodges, boats and other equipment
operating season;
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. The lodge typically operates from June 1 to mid/late September and is
closed during the remainder of the year.

been operating since 1989, with the Company purchasing the
operations in 1995. The Company’s sole shareholder is controlled by Mr
a resident of Tokyo, Japan. Mr. Michael Uehara, a West Vancouver resident, is
the current president and has managed the business for approximately 1

Business Operations

Guests have historically been flown by charter aircraft from Vancouver to Bella
Bella and then from Bella Bella to the Lodge by sea plane. The typical length of
stay is 4 days. Guests can book their visits to the lodge at any time during the

ing deposits to secure their reservation. Full payment for guest visits
are due 90 days prior to a guest’s arrival.

At the end of an operating season, the floating guest lodge, floating
and the fishing boats are relocated to Prince Rupert. The floating lodge
moored in a remote location close to Prince Rupert under contract with
Wainwright Marine Ltd., (“Wainwright”) and regularly checked by security
personnel. All fishing boats, outboards, tour equipment and other items requiring
maintenance are stored by various suppliers either in Prince Rupert or in

The period from March 1 to May 31 is typically a critical period for the
Company’s operations. During this period, most of the significant preparations
are made for the summer operating season. In particular, during this pe
following tasks are required to be undertaken:

The Company initiates its marketing and advertising campaigns
ignificant sales activity is undertaken to secure and confirm bookings.

Approximately one half of the typical guest volume provide
March 1 each year;

Maintenance activities not completed during the fall/winter period are
completed to ensure the lodges, boats and other equipment
operating season;
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. The lodge typically operates from June 1 to mid/late September and is

with the Company purchasing the
. The Company’s sole shareholder is controlled by Mr. Morita,

a resident of Tokyo, Japan. Mr. Michael Uehara, a West Vancouver resident, is
the business for approximately 16 years.

Guests have historically been flown by charter aircraft from Vancouver to Bella
Bella and then from Bella Bella to the Lodge by sea plane. The typical length of
stay is 4 days. Guests can book their visits to the lodge at any time during the

ing deposits to secure their reservation. Full payment for guest visits

floating staff lodge
and the fishing boats are relocated to Prince Rupert. The floating lodges are
moored in a remote location close to Prince Rupert under contract with

and regularly checked by security
personnel. All fishing boats, outboards, tour equipment and other items requiring

iers either in Prince Rupert or in

March 1 to May 31 is typically a critical period for the
Company’s operations. During this period, most of the significant preparations
are made for the summer operating season. In particular, during this period the

The Company initiates its marketing and advertising campaigns and
ignificant sales activity is undertaken to secure and confirm bookings.

Approximately one half of the typical guest volume provides deposits by

Maintenance activities not completed during the fall/winter period are
completed to ensure the lodges, boats and other equipment are ready for the
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2.5.3 Detailed supply inventories are conducted and provisions fo
season are procured and transported to Prince Rupert to load on the lodges.
An estimated 80% of the provisions are purchased prior to the operating
season;

2.5.4 Staff are secured for the operating season;

2.5.5 The lodges
Prince Rupert back to Barnard Inlet to ready the lodges for a June 1
opening.

2.6 During the operating season, the Company maintains employment for
approximately 30 staff
guest lodge contains 17
to be approximately 34 guests.

2.7 The Company maintains an administration office in North Vancouver, B.C. that is
typically staffed by 4

Causes of Financial

2.8 The Company’s revenue peaked in 2007 after which the economic recession
contributed to significantly lower revenues. Operating expenses were not adjusted
sufficiently and the Company incurred losses
revenues had decli
approximately 60% of their peak in 2012. In 2012, the Company
profitability.

2.9 The ongoing operating losses were funded by the Company’s shareholder and
Michael Uehara but, despite this sup
strained.

2.10 The Company was in arrears with its HST remittances to CRA and during the two
months leading up to the date of bankruptcy, CRA seized approximately $208,000
of the Company’s funds from its bank accoun
order to satisfy the balance owing.
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Detailed supply inventories are conducted and provisions fo
season are procured and transported to Prince Rupert to load on the lodges.
An estimated 80% of the provisions are purchased prior to the operating

Staff are secured for the operating season; and

The lodges and the fishing boats are relocated, along with many staff, from
Prince Rupert back to Barnard Inlet to ready the lodges for a June 1
opening.

During the operating season, the Company maintains employment for
approximately 30 staff that live in a staff lodge adjacent to the guest lo
guest lodge contains 17 double occupancy rooms and guest capacity is considered
to be approximately 34 guests.

The Company maintains an administration office in North Vancouver, B.C. that is
typically staffed by 4-5 personnel during the year.

Causes of Financial Difficulty

The Company’s revenue peaked in 2007 after which the economic recession
contributed to significantly lower revenues. Operating expenses were not adjusted
sufficiently and the Company incurred losses from 2008 to 2011. In 2010,
revenues had declined to approximately 40% of their peak but recovered to
approximately 60% of their peak in 2012. In 2012, the Company

The ongoing operating losses were funded by the Company’s shareholder and
Michael Uehara but, despite this support, the Company’s liquidity position

The Company was in arrears with its HST remittances to CRA and during the two
months leading up to the date of bankruptcy, CRA seized approximately $208,000
of the Company’s funds from its bank account pursuant to a requirement to pay in
order to satisfy the balance owing.
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Detailed supply inventories are conducted and provisions for the summer
season are procured and transported to Prince Rupert to load on the lodges.
An estimated 80% of the provisions are purchased prior to the operating

, along with many staff, from
Prince Rupert back to Barnard Inlet to ready the lodges for a June 1

During the operating season, the Company maintains employment for
live in a staff lodge adjacent to the guest lodge. The

rooms and guest capacity is considered

The Company maintains an administration office in North Vancouver, B.C. that is

The Company’s revenue peaked in 2007 after which the economic recession
contributed to significantly lower revenues. Operating expenses were not adjusted

2008 to 2011. In 2010,
ned to approximately 40% of their peak but recovered to

approximately 60% of their peak in 2012. In 2012, the Company returned to

The ongoing operating losses were funded by the Company’s shareholder and
port, the Company’s liquidity position was

The Company was in arrears with its HST remittances to CRA and during the two
months leading up to the date of bankruptcy, CRA seized approximately $208,000

t pursuant to a requirement to pay in
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2.11 The Company’s liquidity further suffered as the Company’s in
recently resigned after she confessed to
from the Company over a p
$650,000 was taken

2.12 The Company’s shareholder declined to provide further financial support for the
Company and assigned the Company into bankruptcy to facilitate a sale

3. FINANCIAL POSITION

3.1 Based on the Company
value of the Company’s financia
bankruptcy, was as follows:

Description

Assets

Cash

Inventory

Furniture and Fixtures

Boats and Other Equipment

Lodges and Docks

Vehicles

Liabilities

Secured Creditors

Customer Deposits

Employee Unsecured Claims

Other operating liabilities

Shareholder loan

Michael Uehara

TOTAL DEFICIENCY
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The Company’s liquidity further suffered as the Company’s in
recently resigned after she confessed to the RCMP that she had
from the Company over a period of four years. The Company estimates that

taken by this employee.

The Company’s shareholder declined to provide further financial support for the
and assigned the Company into bankruptcy to facilitate a sale

FINANCIAL POSITION

the Company’s books and records, the Receiver estimates that the
Company’s financial position as at March 14, 2013
was as follows:

$’000 $’000

62

32

Fixtures 18

Other Equipment 353

Lodges and Docks 5,595

16 6,076

ecured Creditors 241

Customer Deposits 709

Employee Unsecured Claims 91

Other operating liabilities 757

Shareholder loan 11,308

Uehara 2,569 15,675

TOTAL DEFICIENCY (9,599)
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The Company’s liquidity further suffered as the Company’s in-house accountant
RCMP that she had embezzled funds

eriod of four years. The Company estimates that

The Company’s shareholder declined to provide further financial support for the
and assigned the Company into bankruptcy to facilitate a sale.

the Receiver estimates that the book
l position as at March 14, 2013, the date of
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Summary of Assets

3.2 Cash – The Company maintained bank accounts at the Toronto Dominion Bank
(“TD”) and the Royal Bank of Canada (“RBC”). The Trustee
from the RBC account, $33,866.09 from the TD account and $420.80 in petty
cash.

3.3 Inventory – consists

3.4 Furniture & Fixtures

3.5 Boats and Other Equipment
that, along with most of the outboard motors
storage with Bridgeview Marine Ltd. in Prince Rupert. Other equipment is either
on the lodges or in the hands of other suppliers who were conducting winter
maintenance on them.

3.6 Lodges and Docks
asset value and are moored in Prince Rupert at a moorage leased from a
significant unsecured creditor, Wainwright

3.7 Vehicles – consists of one vehicle used by Michael Uehara which is subject to a
lease. The Trustee released its interest in this asset and the vehicle has been
returned to the lessor

Summary of Liabilities

3.8 Secured Claims
pursuant to s.81.3 of the BIA as well as
Bridgeview Marine Ltd

3.9 Customer Deposits
Company to secure their reservation for visits during the 2013 operating season.
These deposits were not
considered unsecured creditors.
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The Company maintained bank accounts at the Toronto Dominion Bank
(“TD”) and the Royal Bank of Canada (“RBC”). The Trustee
from the RBC account, $33,866.09 from the TD account and $420.80 in petty

consists mainly of supply inventory stored on the lodges.

Furniture & Fixtures - relates primarily to head office furniture.

Boats and Other Equipment - consists mainly of 12 fishing boats 18
that, along with most of the outboard motors, are currently being st
storage with Bridgeview Marine Ltd. in Prince Rupert. Other equipment is either
on the lodges or in the hands of other suppliers who were conducting winter
maintenance on them.

and Docks – The staff and guest lodges comprise 90% of the
asset value and are moored in Prince Rupert at a moorage leased from a

unsecured creditor, Wainwright.

consists of one vehicle used by Michael Uehara which is subject to a
Trustee released its interest in this asset and the vehicle has been

returned to the lessor.

Summary of Liabilities

Secured Claims - This relates to secured claims for employee wages owing
pursuant to s.81.3 of the BIA as well as claims held by Wainwright
Bridgeview Marine Ltd, based on possessory lien rights.

Customer Deposits – Approximately 242 customers have placed deposits with the
Company to secure their reservation for visits during the 2013 operating season.
These deposits were not held in trust and therefore, these customers are
considered unsecured creditors.
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The Company maintained bank accounts at the Toronto Dominion Bank
(“TD”) and the Royal Bank of Canada (“RBC”). The Trustee seized $27,705
from the RBC account, $33,866.09 from the TD account and $420.80 in petty

inventory stored on the lodges.

relates primarily to head office furniture.

consists mainly of 12 fishing boats 18-22’ in length
are currently being stored in dry

storage with Bridgeview Marine Ltd. in Prince Rupert. Other equipment is either
on the lodges or in the hands of other suppliers who were conducting winter

The staff and guest lodges comprise 90% of the Company’s
asset value and are moored in Prince Rupert at a moorage leased from a

consists of one vehicle used by Michael Uehara which is subject to a
Trustee released its interest in this asset and the vehicle has been

for employee wages owing
claims held by Wainwright and

Approximately 242 customers have placed deposits with the
Company to secure their reservation for visits during the 2013 operating season.

these customers are
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3.10 Employees are owed
during the 2012 summer season
Approximately $26,000
is unsecured;

3.11 Most trade payables relate to unpaid balances from the 2012 operating season and
winter maintenance/storage

3.12 Shareholder loan
controlled by him

3.13 Michael Uehara
made by Mr. Uehara and accrued interest claimed for these unpaid balances.
Uehara has lodged his claim as secured pursuant to a General Se
granted to him by the Company
Uehara’s claim
security is void
Act (“BIA”). Mr. Uehara has appealed the Trustee’s disallowance
appeal and the application by the Trustee under sections 95 and 96 have been
adjourned generally
results the sales process
necessary.

4. ACTIVITIES TO DATE

4.1 Prior to the appointment as Receiver, PwC
completed the following

4.1.1 Attended the office of the Company at 255 West 1
Vancouver and various sites within the vicinity of Prince Rupert to take
possession

4.1.2 Engaged the services of security personnel to
the two floating lodges

4.1.3 Arranged for the cont
continued safe moorage of the lodges in Prince Rupert;
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Employees are owed approximately $117,000 collected as gratuities from guests
during the 2012 summer season and not distributed to the employees
Approximately $26,000 qualifies as a secured claim while approximately $91,000

Most trade payables relate to unpaid balances from the 2012 operating season and
winter maintenance/storage services.

Shareholder loan – this balance is owed to Mr. Morita and seve
him.

Michael Uehara – this balance represents past wages due to Mr. Uehara, advances
made by Mr. Uehara and accrued interest claimed for these unpaid balances.
Uehara has lodged his claim as secured pursuant to a General Se
granted to him by the Company. The Trustee has disallowed a proportion of

claim and applied to the Court seeking an order for a declaration
security is void pursuant to sections 95 and 96 of the Bankruptcy and Insolve

Mr. Uehara has appealed the Trustee’s disallowance
and the application by the Trustee under sections 95 and 96 have been

generally. The Trustee intends to re-schedule its application once the
results the sales process is known in the event that the application

ACTIVITIES TO DATE

Prior to the appointment as Receiver, PwC, in its capacity as the
the following activities:

Attended the office of the Company at 255 West 1st Street, North
ouver and various sites within the vicinity of Prince Rupert to take

ossession of all Company assets and secure the books and records;

Engaged the services of security personnel to maintain surveillance over
the two floating lodges;

Arranged for the continued storage of the fishing boats and motors and the
continued safe moorage of the lodges in Prince Rupert;

NORTHWEST ANGLING ADVENTURES LTD.
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collected as gratuities from guests
distributed to the employees.

qualifies as a secured claim while approximately $91,000

Most trade payables relate to unpaid balances from the 2012 operating season and

Mr. Morita and several companies

this balance represents past wages due to Mr. Uehara, advances
made by Mr. Uehara and accrued interest claimed for these unpaid balances. Mr.
Uehara has lodged his claim as secured pursuant to a General Security Agreement

. The Trustee has disallowed a proportion of Mr.
for a declaration that the

Bankruptcy and Insolvency
Mr. Uehara has appealed the Trustee’s disallowance. Both the

and the application by the Trustee under sections 95 and 96 have been
schedule its application once the

is known in the event that the application becomes

as the Trustee,

Street, North
ouver and various sites within the vicinity of Prince Rupert to take

of all Company assets and secure the books and records;

maintain surveillance over

inued storage of the fishing boats and motors and the
continued safe moorage of the lodges in Prince Rupert;
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4.1.4 Conducted a detailed inventory and asset count and developed detailed lists
thereof;

4.1.5 Secured

4.1.6 Conducted a detailed review of Michael Uehara’s secured claim and took
steps to disallow the claim as noted above.

4.1.7 Engaged
and

4.1.8 Applied
process.

4.2 Since being appointed

4.2.1 Investigated and updated the books and records of the Company for the
purpose of completing statutory
for the Company’s liabilities

4.2.2 Conducted a sales process.

5. SALES PROCESS

Developing the Sale

5.1 The Receiver considered the following factors in the development of its sales
process:

5.1.1 The profile of likely buyers for the lodge and whether the
would prefer to operate the lodge during the summer 2013 operating
season;

5.1.2 The unique profile of the Company’s liabilities which included a
substantial unsecured shareholder loan, a balance owing to the former
president Michael Uehara and the fact th
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Conducted a detailed inventory and asset count and developed detailed lists
thereof;

insurance over all Company assets;

Conducted a detailed review of Michael Uehara’s secured claim and took
steps to disallow the claim as noted above.

Engaged one former employee to assist the Trustee and later the Receiver

to the Court for the Appointment of a Receiver
.

Since being appointed as Receiver, PwC has undertaken the following

Investigated and updated the books and records of the Company for the
purpose of completing statutory filings and establishing accurate

the Company’s liabilities; and

Conducted a sales process.

Sale Process

The Receiver considered the following factors in the development of its sales

The profile of likely buyers for the lodge and whether the
would prefer to operate the lodge during the summer 2013 operating

The unique profile of the Company’s liabilities which included a
substantial unsecured shareholder loan, a balance owing to the former
president Michael Uehara and the fact that approximately $709,000

NORTHWEST ANGLING ADVENTURES LTD.
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Conducted a detailed inventory and asset count and developed detailed lists

Conducted a detailed review of Michael Uehara’s secured claim and took

and later the Receiver;

Court for the Appointment of a Receiver to facilitate the sale

the following activities:

Investigated and updated the books and records of the Company for the
and establishing accurate balances

The Receiver considered the following factors in the development of its sales

The profile of likely buyers for the lodge and whether the likely buyer
would prefer to operate the lodge during the summer 2013 operating

The unique profile of the Company’s liabilities which included a
substantial unsecured shareholder loan, a balance owing to the former

at approximately $709,000 in
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Deposits
summer 2013 operating season;

5.1.3 The unique relationship that the Company had with the Gitga’at First
Nation. Many members of the Gitga’at were employees of
the lodge had a protocol agreement with the Gitga’at as it was located
within the Gitga’at’s traditional territory. The Gitga’at and the Company
enjoyed mutual benefits from the ongoing operation of the lodge.

5.2 The Receiver concluded that buy

5.2.1 Other lodge operators who would operate the lodge in a similar fashion as
it was previously operated or who would be interested in assets on a
piecemeal basis;

5.2.2 Non-lodge operators interested in the opportunity to o
similar fashion as it was previously operated

5.2.3 Industrial purchasers interested in acquiring the floating lodges to use as
floating camps for work crews working along the B.C. coast line.

5.3 The Receiver structured its sales process to secure a sale in advance of the 2013
summer operating season as it expected an
in operating the lodge to generate a higher ove
creditors. In particular, an
deposits to preserve the lodge’s reputation within the luxury travel industry. In
order to facilitate the operation of the lodge this summer, the sales process needed
to be conducted over a short period of time
the lodge for summer operations.

5.4 The Receiver became aware that Mr. Uehara had a desire to continue his
association with the lodge’s operations. Further, the Receiver understood that Mr.
Morita was concerned about th
creditors and advised Mr. Morita that he could enhance the recovery to these
creditors by compromising his claim
substantial claim balances, the Receiver developed
two bid options:
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Deposits had been collected from customers who had booked trips for the
summer 2013 operating season;

The unique relationship that the Company had with the Gitga’at First
Nation. Many members of the Gitga’at were employees of
the lodge had a protocol agreement with the Gitga’at as it was located
within the Gitga’at’s traditional territory. The Gitga’at and the Company
enjoyed mutual benefits from the ongoing operation of the lodge.

The Receiver concluded that buyers for the Company assets could include:

Other lodge operators who would operate the lodge in a similar fashion as
it was previously operated or who would be interested in assets on a
piecemeal basis;

lodge operators interested in the opportunity to o
similar fashion as it was previously operated; and

Industrial purchasers interested in acquiring the floating lodges to use as
floating camps for work crews working along the B.C. coast line.

he Receiver structured its sales process to secure a sale in advance of the 2013
summer operating season as it expected an en-bloc sale to a purchaser interested
in operating the lodge to generate a higher overall recovery for the Company’s
creditors. In particular, an en bloc purchaser would likely honour the customer
deposits to preserve the lodge’s reputation within the luxury travel industry. In
order to facilitate the operation of the lodge this summer, the sales process needed
to be conducted over a short period of time so as to allow the buyer time to ready
the lodge for summer operations.

The Receiver became aware that Mr. Uehara had a desire to continue his
association with the lodge’s operations. Further, the Receiver understood that Mr.
Morita was concerned about the treatment of unpaid employees and arms
creditors and advised Mr. Morita that he could enhance the recovery to these

itors by compromising his claim. Given that Mr. Uehara and Mr. Morita held
substantial claim balances, the Receiver developed the sales process to include
two bid options:

NORTHWEST ANGLING ADVENTURES LTD.
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had been collected from customers who had booked trips for the

The unique relationship that the Company had with the Gitga’at First
Nation. Many members of the Gitga’at were employees of the lodge and
the lodge had a protocol agreement with the Gitga’at as it was located
within the Gitga’at’s traditional territory. The Gitga’at and the Company
enjoyed mutual benefits from the ongoing operation of the lodge.

ers for the Company assets could include:

Other lodge operators who would operate the lodge in a similar fashion as
it was previously operated or who would be interested in assets on a

lodge operators interested in the opportunity to operate the lodge in a

Industrial purchasers interested in acquiring the floating lodges to use as
floating camps for work crews working along the B.C. coast line.

he Receiver structured its sales process to secure a sale in advance of the 2013
sale to a purchaser interested

rall recovery for the Company’s
purchaser would likely honour the customer

deposits to preserve the lodge’s reputation within the luxury travel industry. In
order to facilitate the operation of the lodge this summer, the sales process needed

to allow the buyer time to ready

The Receiver became aware that Mr. Uehara had a desire to continue his
association with the lodge’s operations. Further, the Receiver understood that Mr.

e treatment of unpaid employees and arms-length
creditors and advised Mr. Morita that he could enhance the recovery to these

. Given that Mr. Uehara and Mr. Morita held
the sales process to include
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5.4.1 A purchase of the Company’s shares combined with a compromise of the
Company’s debts through a proposal to be filed pursuant to the BIA. This
approach was intended to allow specific offers to each of Mr. Mori
Mr. Uehara to meet their specific preferences (a “share purchase offer”)
and

5.4.2 A purchase of the Company’s assets and an assignment of signif
contracts and leases (an “asset purchase offer”)

5.5 The Receiver commenced the sale process on April 5
submission of letters of intent (“LOI”) for either a share purchase offer or an asset
purchase offer. The Receiver also provided prospective bidders the following
proposed time line:

Date

April-05-13

April-22-13

April-29-13

May-01-13

May-06-13

May-15-13

May-20-13

May-22-13

Soliciting Expressions of I

5.6 On April 11, 2013, t
Newspaper calling for expressions of interest in the assets of the Company
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A purchase of the Company’s shares combined with a compromise of the
Company’s debts through a proposal to be filed pursuant to the BIA. This
approach was intended to allow specific offers to each of Mr. Mori
Mr. Uehara to meet their specific preferences (a “share purchase offer”)

A purchase of the Company’s assets and an assignment of signif
acts and leases (an “asset purchase offer”).

The Receiver commenced the sale process on April 5, 2013,
letters of intent (“LOI”) for either a share purchase offer or an asset

purchase offer. The Receiver also provided prospective bidders the following
proposed time line:

Asset Purchase

Commence sale process: upon receipt of

executed non-disclosure agreements, a

summary information memorandum is

distributed to interested parties along

with invitations to submit non-binding

letters of intent.

Letters of intent due.

Letters of intent due but LOI’s received

earlier may be considered to shorten

the transaction timeframe. In the

event that an acceptable LOI is

received before the LOI due date, the

timeframe for this process will be

advanced accordingly.

Purchase Agreement executed Restructuring Agreement executed

Court approval obtained for sale

Creditor meeting to vote on proposal

Court approval of proposal

Completion of sale

Type of Sale

Expressions of Interest

013, the Receiver placed an advertisement in the Vancouver Sun
Newspaper calling for expressions of interest in the assets of the Company
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A purchase of the Company’s shares combined with a compromise of the
Company’s debts through a proposal to be filed pursuant to the BIA. This
approach was intended to allow specific offers to each of Mr. Morita and
Mr. Uehara to meet their specific preferences (a “share purchase offer”);

A purchase of the Company’s assets and an assignment of significant

, and invited the
letters of intent (“LOI”) for either a share purchase offer or an asset

purchase offer. The Receiver also provided prospective bidders the following

Share Purchase

Same

Letters of intent due but LOI’s received

earlier may be considered to shorten

the transaction timeframe. In the

event that an acceptable LOI is

received before the LOI due date, the

timeframe for this process will be

advanced accordingly.

Restructuring Agreement executed

Proposal filed

Creditor meeting to vote on proposal

Court approval of proposal

Purchase of shares

he Receiver placed an advertisement in the Vancouver Sun
Newspaper calling for expressions of interest in the assets of the Company.
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5.7 In addition, 13
to determine whether any had an in

5.8 Parties who expressed an interest in the Company
execute a Non Disclosure Agreemen
the Company. 1
confidential information memorandum (“CIM”) prepared by the Receiver.
Receiver communicated with a number of potentially interested parties
the process issued
requests for additional information
those requests supplementary information was compiled and forwarded to all
parties who had

5.9 Prior to the April 22, 2013 deadline for the submissions of LOIs,
circulated a standard
purchase offer. The Receiver also provided a standard form
Agreement (“APA
offer was accepted
LOIs when submitting
bidder intended to make an offer to Mr. Morita to compromise his claim, the
bidder’s offer to Mr. Morita be outlined

Selecting a Successful B

5.10 The Receiver received 2 share
four bidders (the “Initial Bidders”)
interest. Each offer included a
would be honoured. The Receiver
of the cash consideration being tendered
provided significantly more cash than the 4
similar in overall value. Two of the offers included a
Mr. Morita’s claim and the Receiver discussed this compromise with Mr
Morita’s legal representative. The Receiver invited the bidders who had
submitted the three similar value offers to re
which bid would provide the optimum recovery for the Company’s creditors.
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lodge operators were contacted between April 5 and April 9
to determine whether any had an interest in acquiring the Company’s operations.

arties who expressed an interest in the Company or its assets
Non Disclosure Agreement (NDA) in order to obtain information about

18 parties executed NDAs in order to obtain a copy of a
confidential information memorandum (“CIM”) prepared by the Receiver.
Receiver communicated with a number of potentially interested parties
the process issued CIMs to 18 parties. The Receiver received a number of

for additional information during the sales process
those requests supplementary information was compiled and forwarded to all
parties who had executed NDAs.

Prior to the April 22, 2013 deadline for the submissions of LOIs,
standard form of LOI for both a share purchase offer and an asset

purchase offer. The Receiver also provided a standard form
APA”) it expected to be used in the event that an asset purchase

offer was accepted. The Receiver required that all parties us
LOIs when submitting their offers. The Receiver further advised that if the
bidder intended to make an offer to Mr. Morita to compromise his claim, the
bidder’s offer to Mr. Morita be outlined in the LOI they submitted.

Selecting a Successful Bidder

he Receiver received 2 share purchase offers and 2 asset purchase offers
four bidders (the “Initial Bidders”) in response to its invitation for expressions of
interest. Each offer included a provision confirming that the customer deposits
would be honoured. The Receiver established the value of each offer on the basis
of the cash consideration being tendered. The Receiver noted
provided significantly more cash than the 4th offer, and that
similar in overall value. Two of the offers included a proposed
Mr. Morita’s claim and the Receiver discussed this compromise with Mr

representative. The Receiver invited the bidders who had
submitted the three similar value offers to re-submit their bids in order to clarify
which bid would provide the optimum recovery for the Company’s creditors.
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lodge operators were contacted between April 5 and April 9, 2013,
the Company’s operations.

assets were required to
in order to obtain information about

tain a copy of a
confidential information memorandum (“CIM”) prepared by the Receiver. The
Receiver communicated with a number of potentially interested parties and during

he Receiver received a number of
and in order to satisfy

those requests supplementary information was compiled and forwarded to all

Prior to the April 22, 2013 deadline for the submissions of LOIs, the Receiver
for both a share purchase offer and an asset

purchase offer. The Receiver also provided a standard form Asset Purchase
in the event that an asset purchase
that all parties use the standard form

The Receiver further advised that if the
bidder intended to make an offer to Mr. Morita to compromise his claim, the

in the LOI they submitted.

purchase offers from
in response to its invitation for expressions of

that the customer deposits
value of each offer on the basis

Receiver noted that 3 offers
that the 3 offers were very
oposed compromise of

Mr. Morita’s claim and the Receiver discussed this compromise with Mr.
representative. The Receiver invited the bidders who had

submit their bids in order to clarify
which bid would provide the optimum recovery for the Company’s creditors.
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5.11 Each of the three short
further enhanced
the form of agreement, and subject to

5.12 The offers consisted of
The share purchase offer
and his business partner (“Uehara

5.13 The Receiver decided to work exclusively with Uehara to secure a restructuring
agreement that resulted in the sale of the Company’s shares. Key factors that
resulted in the Uehara Offer bein

5.13.1 The Uehara Offer provided the highest total consideration among all the
offers received;

5.13.2 The Uehara O
approval of a proposal to be filed pursuant to the BIA. The proposed
dividend
than those available under either of the two competing asset purchase
offers, so the Receiver expected that this condition would be met

5.13.3 The secured creditors
100% recovery on their claim

5.13.4 The Uehara Offer provided a payment to Mr. Morita in respect of his
unsecured claim that was less than Mr. Morita would have received had he
shared ratably in the proceeds availab
compromise
length unsecured creditors.
agreeable to this compromise
terms; and

5.13.5 The Uehara Offer included a provision that Mr. Uehara would withdraw his
claim against the Company
eliminate
application
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Each of the three short-listed bidders re-submitted their offer
further enhanced and submitted on an unconditional basis (subject
the form of agreement, and subject to Court and/or creditor approval

onsisted of one share purchase offer and two asset pu
The share purchase offer (the “Uehara Offer”) was submitted by Michael Uehara

s business partner (“Uehara”).

decided to work exclusively with Uehara to secure a restructuring
agreement that resulted in the sale of the Company’s shares. Key factors that
resulted in the Uehara Offer being selected were as follows:

Uehara Offer provided the highest total consideration among all the
offers received;

Uehara Offer contained no conditions other than the creditor’s
approval of a proposal to be filed pursuant to the BIA. The proposed
dividend to the arms-length unsecured creditors was substantially
than those available under either of the two competing asset purchase

so the Receiver expected that this condition would be met

The secured creditors (other than Uehara, as noted below)
100% recovery on their claims;

Uehara Offer provided a payment to Mr. Morita in respect of his
unsecured claim that was less than Mr. Morita would have received had he
shared ratably in the proceeds available to the unsecured creditors. This
compromise has the effect to increase the overall recovery to the arms
length unsecured creditors. The Receiver confirmed that Mr. Morita was
agreeable to this compromise and would sell his shares on the proposed

; and

The Uehara Offer included a provision that Mr. Uehara would withdraw his
against the Company. The withdrawal of Mr. Uehara’s claim

eliminate the cost and uncertainty associated with the pending
applications to determine the validity and quantum of Mr

NORTHWEST ANGLING ADVENTURES LTD.
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their offer. Each offer was
on an unconditional basis (subject to finalizing

Court and/or creditor approval).

one share purchase offer and two asset purchase offers.
was submitted by Michael Uehara

decided to work exclusively with Uehara to secure a restructuring
agreement that resulted in the sale of the Company’s shares. Key factors that

g selected were as follows:

Uehara Offer provided the highest total consideration among all the

contained no conditions other than the creditor’s
approval of a proposal to be filed pursuant to the BIA. The proposed

length unsecured creditors was substantially greater
than those available under either of the two competing asset purchase

so the Receiver expected that this condition would be met;

than Uehara, as noted below) would receive a

Uehara Offer provided a payment to Mr. Morita in respect of his
unsecured claim that was less than Mr. Morita would have received had he

le to the unsecured creditors. This
the overall recovery to the arms-

The Receiver confirmed that Mr. Morita was
and would sell his shares on the proposed

The Uehara Offer included a provision that Mr. Uehara would withdraw his
. The withdrawal of Mr. Uehara’s claim would

and uncertainty associated with the pending court
of Mr. Uehara’s secured
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claim, and
length unsecured creditors.

5.14 In order for the sale of the shares to be completed on a timely basis
initiated discussions with
agreement and proposal to
following timeframe

5.14.1 May 3 –
agreement and proposal to the Company’s creditors and circulated it to
Receiver for his comments

5.14.2 May 8 –

5.15 Uehara failed to comply with the timeline
concerned the Receiver as any new operator would have even less time to prepare
for the impending summer season and the Receiver did not receive any
commitments from Uehara to a new timeline. O
final deadline, with the requirement that
10, 2013, with
2013.

5.16 On May 10, 2013, counsel
modify his offer to provide for a purchase of the Company’s assets
shares. As part of this modification, Uehara listed two new conditions which
were unacceptable to the Receiver.

5.17 In light of the new conditions and the Receiver’s concern about lost time, the
Receiver decided
submit an asset purchase offer by 10:00 am Wednesday May 15, 2013 (the same
deadline previously
completed due diligence and submitted unconditional offers, the Receiver
considered this short timeframe to re
Receiver contacted each of the Initial Bidders by t
invite them to re
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and would concurrently further enhance the recovery to the arms
length unsecured creditors.

rder for the sale of the shares to be completed on a timely basis
initiated discussions with Uehara and his advisors to develop
agreement and proposal to the Company’s creditors. Uehara outlined the
following timeframe, which the Receiver agreed to:

– Counsel for Uehara was to have completed a draft restructuring
agreement and proposal to the Company’s creditors and circulated it to
Receiver for his comments; and

– The restructuring agreement was to be executed by all parties.

failed to comply with the timeline he established. This lost time
concerned the Receiver as any new operator would have even less time to prepare
for the impending summer season and the Receiver did not receive any

ents from Uehara to a new timeline. On May 8, 2013 the Receiver set a
, with the requirement that a draft agreement be

with executed agreements to be completed by 10:00 am on

On May 10, 2013, counsel for Uehara advised the Receiver
modify his offer to provide for a purchase of the Company’s assets
shares. As part of this modification, Uehara listed two new conditions which
were unacceptable to the Receiver.

light of the new conditions and the Receiver’s concern about lost time, the
Receiver decided that it was necessary and prudent to invite the Initial Bidders to
submit an asset purchase offer by 10:00 am Wednesday May 15, 2013 (the same
deadline previously communicated to Uehara). As each bidder had already
completed due diligence and submitted unconditional offers, the Receiver
considered this short timeframe to re-submit new offers to be reasonable. The
Receiver contacted each of the Initial Bidders by the end of May 10, 2013 to
invite them to re-submit an offer as follows:

NORTHWEST ANGLING ADVENTURES LTD.
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the recovery to the arms-

rder for the sale of the shares to be completed on a timely basis, the Receiver
develop a restructuring
Uehara outlined the

Counsel for Uehara was to have completed a draft restructuring
agreement and proposal to the Company’s creditors and circulated it to the

ecuted by all parties.

. This lost time
concerned the Receiver as any new operator would have even less time to prepare
for the impending summer season and the Receiver did not receive any

, 2013 the Receiver set a
agreement be provided by May

10:00 am on May 15,

for Uehara advised the Receiver that Uehara wished to
modify his offer to provide for a purchase of the Company’s assets, rather than its
shares. As part of this modification, Uehara listed two new conditions which

light of the new conditions and the Receiver’s concern about lost time, the
to invite the Initial Bidders to

submit an asset purchase offer by 10:00 am Wednesday May 15, 2013 (the same
communicated to Uehara). As each bidder had already

completed due diligence and submitted unconditional offers, the Receiver
submit new offers to be reasonable. The

he end of May 10, 2013 to
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5.17.1 The offers were to utilize the APA circulated by the Receiver prior to the
April 22, 2013 deadline for the expressions of interest;

5.17.2 The offers were to be unconditional; and,

5.17.3 The offers
price.

5.18 During the process that generated the initial expressions of interest, bidders had
been instructed to include in their LOIs a provision for any offer they wished to
extend to Mr. Morita for
representative had requested
them to him in bulk as part of that process. However, given the short time frame
by which bids were to be submitted
the bidding process,
unconditional offers, the Receiver provided
Mr. Morita’s representative so they could
with Mr. Morita

Results of Final Bids

5.19 By 10:00 a.m. on May 15, 2013, t
from: Uehara, Ar
(“MCR”). The Uehara and Aragon
Morita’s claim
additional provision that Mr. Uehara would agree to release his claim against the
Company, if his offer i

5.20 Given that the asset purchase offers included claim compromise provisions, the
Receiver conducted an analysis to
creditor groups in order to evaluate the offers.

5.21 The Receiver’s analysis assumes that Mr. Uehara
has been admitted as an unsecured claim. In the event that Mr. Uehara
is considered valid the recoveries to the unsecured creditors would be nil unless
the Uehara Offer is accepted.
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The offers were to utilize the APA circulated by the Receiver prior to the
April 22, 2013 deadline for the expressions of interest;

The offers were to be unconditional; and,

The offers were to be accompanied by a deposit of 10% of the purchase

During the process that generated the initial expressions of interest, bidders had
been instructed to include in their LOIs a provision for any offer they wished to
extend to Mr. Morita for the compromise of his claim. Mr. Morita’s
representative had requested that the Receiver assemble the offers and convey
them to him in bulk as part of that process. However, given the short time frame
by which bids were to be submitted following the Receiver’s decision to re
the bidding process, and the Receiver’s requirement that the parties submit
unconditional offers, the Receiver provided to each bidder the contact details for
Mr. Morita’s representative so they could seek to negotiate a claim c
with Mr. Morita directly.

Final Bids

By 10:00 a.m. on May 15, 2013, the Receiver received three asset purchase offers
from: Uehara, Aragon Properties Ltd. (“Aragon”) and MCR Investments Ltd.
(“MCR”). The Uehara and Aragon offers each included a provision to satisfy Mr.

for compromised amounts. The Uehara Offer
additional provision that Mr. Uehara would agree to release his claim against the

, if his offer is approved by the Court.

asset purchase offers included claim compromise provisions, the
conducted an analysis to estimate the potential return to the various

creditor groups in order to evaluate the offers.

s analysis assumes that Mr. Uehara’s secured
has been admitted as an unsecured claim. In the event that Mr. Uehara
is considered valid the recoveries to the unsecured creditors would be nil unless
the Uehara Offer is accepted. A comparison of the offers provided to the Receiver
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The offers were to utilize the APA circulated by the Receiver prior to the
April 22, 2013 deadline for the expressions of interest;

were to be accompanied by a deposit of 10% of the purchase

During the process that generated the initial expressions of interest, bidders had
been instructed to include in their LOIs a provision for any offer they wished to

the compromise of his claim. Mr. Morita’s
the offers and convey

them to him in bulk as part of that process. However, given the short time frame
eiver’s decision to re-open

requirement that the parties submit
each bidder the contact details for

negotiate a claim compromise

he Receiver received three asset purchase offers
Properties Ltd. (“Aragon”) and MCR Investments Ltd.

each included a provision to satisfy Mr.
Offer includes an

additional provision that Mr. Uehara would agree to release his claim against the

asset purchase offers included claim compromise provisions, the
estimate the potential return to the various

s secured claim is invalid and it
has been admitted as an unsecured claim. In the event that Mr. Uehara’s security
is considered valid the recoveries to the unsecured creditors would be nil unless

of the offers provided to the Receiver
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on May 15, 2013
attached as Appendix

5.22 The Uehara Offer

5.22.1 The purchase price is $850,000. A 10% deposit is being
trust accounts.

5.22.2 Customer deposits will be honoured.

5.22.3 Mr. Morita’s claim agains
from any distribution.

5.22.4 Mr. Uehara
from any distribution

5.23 The Uehara Offer
despite the fact that the total cash consideration is less than the Aragon offer.
This enhanced recovery is due to the withdrawal of Uehara’s claim and the
resulting reduction in the
required to proceed with court applications to have the validity of Mr. Uehara’s
security be determined.
the validity of the Uehara security interest

Cash Consideration

Estimated Recoveries

Secured Creditors

Unsecured Credi tors

Uehara

Arms -length
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2013, and their estimated recoveries to the various creditor groups,
attached as Appendix B, and summarized below:

Offer is unconditional and includes the following key provisions:

The purchase price is $850,000. A 10% deposit is being
trust accounts.

Customer deposits will be honoured.

Mr. Morita’s claim against the Company will be released
from any distribution.

Uehara’s claim against the Company will be released
from any distribution.

Offer provides the highest recovery to the arms-
despite the fact that the total cash consideration is less than the Aragon offer.
This enhanced recovery is due to the withdrawal of Uehara’s claim and the
resulting reduction in the anticipated realization costs, as the Trustee will not be
required to proceed with court applications to have the validity of Mr. Uehara’s
security be determined. It also removes the litigation risk inherent in challenging
the validity of the Uehara security interest.

Cash Consideration 850,000$ 950,000$ 500,000$

Estimated Recoveries

Secured Creditors 100% 100% 10%

Unsecured Credi tors

0% 7% 0%

19% 7% 0%

Uehara MCRAragon
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to the various creditor groups, is

is unconditional and includes the following key provisions:

The purchase price is $850,000. A 10% deposit is being held in lawyers’

t the Company will be released and excluded

’s claim against the Company will be released and excluded

-length creditors
despite the fact that the total cash consideration is less than the Aragon offer.
This enhanced recovery is due to the withdrawal of Uehara’s claim and the

as the Trustee will not be
required to proceed with court applications to have the validity of Mr. Uehara’s

It also removes the litigation risk inherent in challenging
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5.24 The offer provided by Aragon included
honour the customer deposits. The offer was accompanied by
but it indicated that from the cash consideration it would offer a menu of b
to Mr. Morita to satisfy
Offer was structured this way as Aragon was unable to reach an agreement with
Mr. Morita in the timeframe allowed to submit
contacted Mr. M
not accept less under the Aragon Offer th
Offer.

5.25 For comparison purposes, the Receiver has calculated the effective purchase price
under the Aragon Offe
Aragon Offer does not
the Uehara Offer. This is
Uehara will release his claim against the Company.

5.26 In consideration of
Receiver has executed an APA dated May 16,
Court approval
approval reflects the purchaser’s need to commence business operations without
further delay in order to preserve the 2013 season.
as Appendix C

6. RECOMMENDATIONS

6.1 The Receiver recommends that the Uehara
following reasons:

6.1.1 The secured creditors

6.1.2 The release of the Uehara claim will eliminate the ass
uncertainty
the validity of the Uehara claim

6.1.3 The arms
claims.
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The offer provided by Aragon included cash consideration and a commitment to
honour the customer deposits. The offer was accompanied by
but it indicated that from the cash consideration it would offer a menu of b
to Mr. Morita to satisfy his claim. The Receiver has been advised that

ffer was structured this way as Aragon was unable to reach an agreement with
Mr. Morita in the timeframe allowed to submit the offer. The Receiver has
contacted Mr. Morita’s legal representative who confirmed that Mr. Morita would

less under the Aragon Offer then he would receive under th

For comparison purposes, the Receiver has calculated the effective purchase price
under the Aragon Offer to be $950,000. Despite the higher purchase price

ffer does not result in a better return to the arms-length creditors
ffer. This is because the Uehara Offer contains a provision that

Uehara will release his claim against the Company.

consideration of the enhanced recovery generated by the
Receiver has executed an APA dated May 16, 2013 with Uehara
Court approval being granted by May 24, 2013. The short window for Court
approval reflects the purchaser’s need to commence business operations without
further delay in order to preserve the 2013 season. A copy of the AP

C.

RECOMMENDATIONS

The Receiver recommends that the Uehara Offer be approved by the Court for the
following reasons:

The secured creditors (other than Uehara) will be paid in full;

The release of the Uehara claim will eliminate the ass
uncertainty of dealing with the court applications necessary to

validity of the Uehara claim; and,

The arms-length unsecured creditors will receive the best recovery on their
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and a commitment to
honour the customer deposits. The offer was accompanied by a $160,000 deposit
but it indicated that from the cash consideration it would offer a menu of balances

advised that the Aragon
ffer was structured this way as Aragon was unable to reach an agreement with

The Receiver has
s legal representative who confirmed that Mr. Morita would

n he would receive under the Uehara

For comparison purposes, the Receiver has calculated the effective purchase price
the higher purchase price, the

length creditors than
ffer contains a provision that

the Uehara Offer, the
2013 with Uehara, subject to the

The short window for Court
approval reflects the purchaser’s need to commence business operations without

A copy of the APA is attached

be approved by the Court for the

will be paid in full;

The release of the Uehara claim will eliminate the associated cost and
of dealing with the court applications necessary to determine

unsecured creditors will receive the best recovery on their
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This report is respectfully submitted this

PricewaterhouseCoopers Inc.
Court Appointed Receiver of
Northwest Angling Adventures Ltd.

Michael J. Vermette, CA, CIRP
Senior Vice President
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spectfully submitted this 21st day of May 2013.

PricewaterhouseCoopers Inc.
Court Appointed Receiver of

thwest Angling Adventures Ltd.

chael J. Vermette, CA, CIRP Neil P. Bunker, CA, C
Vice President
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Neil P. Bunker, CA, CIRP
President
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Order appointing PwC as Receiver
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Comparison of Offers



Transaction Summary

Deposit Received

Cash Consideration

Total Estimated Costs

Estimated Funds Available for Creditors

Distribution Profile

Secured Creditors VALUE %

Lien Holders 214,791.67 100.00%

Employees 26,437.55 100.00%

Total Secured 241,229.22 100.00%

Balance Available for Unsecured Creditors

Unsecured Creditors

Michael Uehara 2,569,421.00 6.84%

Arms-length 848,209.47 6.84%

Total Distribution 3,417,630.47 158,770.78 233,770.78 -

Customer Desposits 709,128.88

Comparison of Offers

Northwest Angling Adventures Ltd

AragonDescription Uehara MCR

950,000.00

85,000.00 160,000.00 0.00

850,000.00 500,000.00

$ % $ $ %

450,000.00 475,000.00

400,000.00 25,000.00

475,000.00

475,000.00

26,437.55 100.00% 26,437.55 25,000.00 94.56%

214,791.67 100.00% 214,791.67 - 0.00%

241,229.22 100.00% 241,229.22 25,000.00 10.36%

158,770.78 233,770.78 -

158,770.78 18.72% 58,018.73 - 0.00%

Nil 0.00% 175,752.05 - 0.00%

In Kind 100.00% In Kind 100.00%In Kind 100.00%
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Asset Purchase Agreement dated May 16, 2013



ASSET PURCHASE AGREEMENT

This Asset Purchase Agreement ("Agreement") made as of May 16, 2013,

BETWEEN:

SPRING & ASH CREEKS W.M.U., LLC and MICHAEL UEHARA or their
assignee

(the "Buyer")

AND:

PRICEWATERILOUSECOOPERS INC.

In its capacity as the Court-appointed Receiver of
Northwest Angling Adventures Ltd., and not in its personal capacity

(the "Seller")

WHEREAS:

A. The Seller is the Court-appointed Receiver of Northwest Angling Adventures Ltd.
("Northwest"); and

B. The Seller desires to sell or otherwise transfer to the Buyer and the Buyer desires to
purchase from the Seller the right, title and interest of the Seller, in the Transferred Assets.

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the premises and the mutual covenants contained in
this Agreement, and for other good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of
which is hereby acknowledged, the parties intending to be legally bound agree as follows:

ARTICLE 1
DEFINITIONS

1.1

	

Certain Defined Terms

As used in this Agreement, the following terms shall have the following meanings and
grammatical variations of such terms shall have corresponding meanings:

"Accounts Receivable" means all accounts, notes, bills, trade accounts, volume rebates and
trade receivables of Northwest, or such portion as remains owing to Northwest on the Closing
Date.

"Agreement" means this asset purchase agreement including all exhibits and schedules and all
amendments or restatements, as permitted.

"Bill of Sale" means the Bill of Sale in the form attached hereto as Schedule A.
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"Buyer's Lawyers" means Gowling Lafleur Henderson LLP.

"Claims" means all claims, obligations, demands, costs, damages, expenses, losses, damages
(including special, punitive, exemplary, consequential and indirect damages), charges, suits,
orders, actions, proceedings (governmental, administrative or otherwise), judgments, reviews,
inquiries, investigations, audits, obligations and debts, including interest, penalties, fines, court
costs and reasonable lawyer's fees and disbursements, which relate to Liabilities.

"Closing" means the closing of the transaction contemplated by this Agreement.

"Closing Date" has the meaning specified in Section 2.3.

"Closing Documents" means the documents referred to in Sections 9.1 and 9.2 hereof.

"Court" means the Supreme Court of British Columbia, Vancouver Registry.

"Deposit" has the meaning specified in Section 2.2.

"Documents" has the meaning specified in Section 14.4.

"Encumbrances" means with respect to the Transferred Assets any financial charge,
encumbrance or title defect of whatever kind or nature, regardless of form, whether or not
registered or registrable and whether or not consensual or arising by law (statutory or otherwise),
including any mortgage, charge, pledge, hypothecation, security interest, lien, restrictive or
statutory covenant, lease, licence, assignment, option or claim, or right of any Person of any kind
or nature whatsoever or howsoever arising which may constitute or become by operation of law
or otherwise an encumbrance on any of the Transferred Assets.

"Equipment" means those assets set out in Schedule B. For greater certainty, the Equipment
shall not include any assets leased by Northwest from any third parties.

"Foresbore Lease" means the Foreshore Lease issued by the Province of British Columbia used
in and necessary for the operation of the Resort in its present location.

"Goodwill" means the goodwill relating to the business of Northwest and the Trade-marks, and
the right of the Buyer to represent itself as carrying on the business of Northwest in continuation
of and in succession to Northwest, including all telephone numbers, facsimile numbers, customer
lists, documents, records, correspondence and other information related to the business of
Northwest.

"Governmental Authority" means any Canadian federal, provincial, municipal or local or
governmental, regulatory or administrative authority, agency or commission or any court,
tribunal, or judicial or arbitral body or any other public agency.

"GST Election Form" has the meaning specified in Section 2.4.

"Intellectual Property" means all trade-marks, trade names, business names, service names,
copyrights, patents, technology rights, inventions, computer software, internet protocol addresses
and domain names associated with the business of Northwest including "kingpacificlodge.com ",
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trade secrets, know-how, industrial designs and other industrial or intellectual property and all
applications therefor including, all Licences or similar rights used by or granted to Northwest in
connection therewith and including the Goodwill.

"Inventory" means all inventory and finished goods set out in Schedule B or such portion as
remains in the possession of the Seller on the Closing Date. For greater certainty, the Inventory
shall not include any assets leased by Northwest from any third parties.

"Law" means any Canadian federal, provincial, municipal or local, act, law, ordinance,
regulation, rule, code, order, decree, judgment, policy, other requirement or rule of law,
including the common law and its principles.

"Liabilities" means all costs, expenses, charges, debts, liabilities, amounts owing, claims,
demands and obligations, whether primary or secondary, direct or indirect, fixed, secured or
unsecured, accrued, contingent, known or unknown, absolute or otherwise.

"Morita Claim" means the secured or unsecured claim made by Morita Co. Inc. against
Northwest for the amount of $11,308,170.00.

"Mutual Condition" has the meaning specific in Article 8.

"Parties" means the parties to this Agreement and 'Party" means any one of the parties to this
Agreement, as the context requires.

"Person" means any individual, partnership, firm, corporation, association, trust, unincorporated
organization or other entity.

"Prepaid Deposits" means collectively all prepaid deposits received by Northwest or the
Receiver from third party guests relating to reservations for accommodation or services
associated with the Resort and "Prepaid Deposit" means any one such deposit.

'Purchase Price" has the meaning specified in Section 2.2.

"Receiver" means PricewaterhouseCoopers Inc., in its capacity as the Court-appointed Receiver
of Northwest Angling Adventures Ltd., and not in its personal capacity.

"Records" means all books and records of Northwest including but not limited to, copies of all
accounting records, permits, all customer and supplier lists, files, documents, books, manuals,
research, reservations, price lists, correspondence and data bases, all in the form and on the
medium or media used in the business of Northwest in connection with the Transferred Assets
and the Resort.

"Resort" means the King Pacific Lodge and includes all facilities and services associated
therewith.

"Tax" means any and all transfer taxes, goods and services taxes, harmonized sales taxes, value
added taxes or license, registration and documentation fees and similar charges, but does not
include income or disposition tax levied on the Seller arising by reason of the sale of the
Transferred Assets.
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"Third Party" means a Person who is not a Party.

"Transaction" means the transaction of purchase and sale of the Transferred Assets
contemplated by this Agreement.

"Transferred Assets" has the meaning specified in Section 2.1.

"Uehara Claim" means the secured or unsecured claim made by Michael Uehara against
Northwest for the amount of $2,669,421.00.

"Vesting Order" means a vesting order substantially in the form of the draft order attached
hereto as Schedule C, or as otherwise acceptable to the Buyer and the Seller.

	

1.2

	

List of Schedules

The following Schedules are incorporated in and form an integral part of this Agreement:

Schedule A Bill of Sale
Schedule B Equipment and Inventory
Schedule C Vesting Order
Schedule D Northwest Claim Releases

ARTICLE 2
PURCHASE AND SALE OF ASSETS

	

2.1

	

The Transferred Assets

Subject to the terms and conditions of this Agreement, on the Closing Date the Seller shall sell,
transfer, assign and convey to the Buyer all of the right, title and interest of the Seller, if any, in
and to the following assets free and clear of any and all Encumbrances, which shall be
discharged effective upon the Closing Date:

(a) Accounts Receivable;

(b) the Equipment;

(c) the Foreshore Lease;

(d) the Inventory;

(e) the Intellectual Property;

(f) the Prepaid Deposits;

(g) the Records of Northwest; and

(h) all Claims of Northwest against Third Parties made under manufacturer's or
seller's warranties with respect to the Equipment;

(collectively, the "Transferred Assets").
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2.2

	

Deposit and Payment of Purchase Price

Purchase Price

The aggregate purchase price (the "Purchase Price") payable by the Buyer to the Seller in
consideration of the transfer of the Transferred Assets shall be $850,000.00. There shall be no
adjustments to the Purchase Price.

The Purchase Price will be satisfied by the Buyer by payment made by wire transfer, money
order, certified cheque, bank draft or the Buyer's Lawyers trust cheque.

All Taxes payable in connection with the purchase and sale of the Transferred Assets shall be the
responsibility of the Buyer and shall be paid as and when required by law in order to permit the
consummation of the purchase and sale of the Transferred Assets as contemplated herein.

The Buyer shall pay the Purchase Price as follows:

(a) $10,000.00 by way of a non-refundable deposit (the "Non-Refundable Deposit"),
which the Seller acknowledges has been paid by the Buyer to the Seller's
solicitors, Bull, Housser & Tupper LLP;

(b) $75,000.00 by way of a further deposit (the "Additional Deposit") which, as of
the date of the Agreement, has been paid by the Buyer to the Buyer's solicitors,
Gowling Latleur Henderson LLP, in trust; and

c)

	

the balance of the Purchase Price shall be paid on the Closing Date as provided
herein.

Deposit

The Non-Refundable Deposit shall be held in trust by the Seller's solicitors and the Additional
Deposit shall be held in trust by the Buyer's solicitors, who are each hereby authorized and
directed by the parties to deposit the same at interest with a Canadian chartered bank. Interest
earned on the Non-Refundable Deposit and the Additional Deposit (together the "Deposit") shall
be for the credit of the Buyer, unless otherwise stated herein. The Deposit and any interest
accrued thereon shall be dealt with as follows:

(a) if the Mutual Condition is not satisfied or waived in the manner and within the
respective time provided in this Agreement, then the: (i) Additional Deposit
together with the accrued interest thereon shall forthwith be returned to the Buyer;
and (ii) the Non-Refundable Deposit together with the accrued interest thereon
shall forthwith be released to the Seller; or

(b) on the Closing Date, the Deposit shall be credited on account of the Purchase
Price; or

(c) if the Purchaser fails to complete the purchase of the Transferred Assets in
accordance with this Agreement after all conditions to the Buyer's obligation to
complete have been satisfied or waived or if the Buyer repudiates this Agreement,
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then at the Seller's option the Deposit together with accrued interest thereon shall
be forfeited to the Seller as liquidated damages, but without prejudice to any other
rights or remedies of the Seller whether at law or in equity; or

(d) if the Buyer is not in default of any of its obligations under this Agreement and
the Seller fails to complete the sale of the Transferred Assets in accordance with
this Agreement after all conditions to the Seller's obligation to complete have
been satisfied or waived or if the Seller repudiates this Agreement, then the
Deposit together with accrued interest thereon shall be refunded to the Buyer
upon demand by the Buyer, but without prejudice to any other rights and remedies
which the Buyer may have at law or in equity.

Neither the payment or forfeiture of the Deposit or accrued interest thereon to the Seller as a
result of the Buyer's default under this Agreement nor anything herein contained shall in any
way prejudice, limit or preclude the rights of the Seller to obtain from the Buyer, by an action for
specific performance or otherwise, payment and satisfaction of the balance of the Purchase Price
and performance of the Buyer's covenants and obligations hereunder or any additional damages
or any other remedy available at law or in equity to the Seller.

	

2.3

	

Closing Date

Upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this Agreement, the sale, transfer, conveyance
and assignment of the Transferred Assets as contemplated by this Agreement shall take place on
the fifth day following the date that the Vesting Order is made and shall be held at the offices of
the Seller's solicitors at 10:00 a.m. Vancouver time or at such other place or at such other time or
on such other date as the Seller and the Buyer may mutually agree upon in writing (the "Closing
Date").

	

2.4

	

Sales Tax Election

The Purchase Price does not include provincial sales tax ("PST") or goods and services tax
("GST"). Provided that the Buyer is a qualifying registrant, the Buyer and the Seller shall jointly
elect, under subsection 167(1) of Part IX of the Excise TaxAci (Canada), that no GST be payable
with respect to the purchase and sale of the Transferred Assets under this Agreement. The Buyer
and the Seller shall make such elections (if available as determined by the Seller and the Buyer
each acting reasonably) in prescribed form containing prescribed information and the Buyer shall
file such elections in compliance with the requirements of the applicable legislation (the "GST
Election Form").

	

2.5

	

Allocation of Purchase Price

The Purchase Price shall be allocated among the Transferred Assets in such a manner as the
Buyer and Seller agree, each acting reasonably, on or before the Closing Date. Such agreement
or allocation is not a condition precedent to completion of this Transaction. The Seller and the
Buyer agree to cooperate in the preparation and filing within the prescribed periods of such
elections under the Income Tax Act (Canada) and other taxation statutes as may be necessary or
desirable to give effect to such allocation for tax purposes.
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ARTICLE 3
REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES OF TIlE SELLER

The Seller hereby warrants to the Buyer that the Seller is not a non resident of Canada under the
Income Tax Act (Canada).

ARTICLE 4
REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES OF BUYER

The Buyer represents and warrants to the Seller as follows:

The Buyer is a duly formed and registered company organized and existing
pursuant to the laws of the jurisdiction of its incorporation.

(b) The Buyer has the power and authority to execute and deliver this Agreement and
the other documents and instruments contemplated herein or therein to which it is
or will be a party and to perform its obligations hereunder and thereunder. The
execution, delivery and performance of this Agreement and the documents
contemplated hereby and the consummation of the transaction contemplated
hereby and thereby have been duly authorized and approved by the Buyer.

(c) This Agreement, and each of the other agreements, documents and instruments to
be executed and delivered by the Buyer on or before the Closing, have been or
will be duly executed and delivered by, and constitute the valid and binding
obligations of the Buyer.

(d) Neither the execution and delivery of this Agreement by the Buyer and the other
documents and instruments contemplated hereby, the consummation of the
transaction contemplated hereby or thereby, nor the performance of this
Agreement and such other agreements in compliance with the terms and
conditions hereof and thereof will (i) require any consent, approval, authorization
or permit of, or filing with or notification to, any Governmental Authority save
and except as contemplated in Articles 7 and 8 hereof, (ii) result in a breach of or
default (or give rise to any right of termination, cancellation or acceleration)
under any Law, governmental permit, license or order or any of the terms,
conditions or provisions of any mortgage, indenture, note, license, agreement or
other instrument to which the Buyer is a party, or (iii) to the best of the Buyer's
knowledge, violate any order, writ, injunction, decree, statute, rule or regulation
applicable to the Buyer.

(e) The Buyer will be a registrant for purposes of Part IX of the Excise Tax Act
(Canada) on the Closing Date and its registration number shall be provided as part
of the Closing; or alternatively the Buyer will remit to the Seller all applicable
GST.
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ARTICLE 5
PREPAID DEPOSITS

	

5.1

	

Prepaid Deposits

The Buyer covenants to honour the Prepaid Deposits.

	

5.2

	

Reconciliation

On such date or dates as to be determined by the Buyer and the Seller, each acting reasonably,
the Buyer will in each instance provide the Seller with a reconciliation with evidence in support
thereof, satisfactory to the Seller acting reasonably, of the Prepaid Deposits that were applied
towards amounts owing by those guests of the Resort who placed a Prepaid Deposit with
Northwest and thereafter received the accommodation or other services from the Resort
associated with the reservation booking and Prepaid Deposit placed by each such guest.

ARTICLE 6
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS BY BUYER

	

6.1

	

"As Is, Where Is"

Except as expressly provided herein, the Buyer acknowledges that the Transferred Assets are
purchased on an "as is, where is" basis and without any representation or warranty by the Seller
of any kind and that the Buyer has inspected the Transferred Assets and will accept the same on
the Closing Date in their state, condition and location existing as of the date of this Agreement,
reasonable wear and tear excepted. The Buyer confirms that it has relied entirely on its own
inspection, due diligence and investigation and acknowledges that the Seller has made no
representations as to the accuracy and completeness of the Schedules.

ARTICLE 7
COVENANTS OR APPROVALS

	

7.1

	

Consents

The Buyer shall take, or cause to be taken, and the Seller shall as may be requested by the Buyer
take or cause to be taken, all commercially reasonable actions and as may be necessary, proper or
advisable to permit and diligently pursue completion of the transaction contemplated by this
Agreement in accordance with the terms hereof, including obtaining the authorization, approval
or consent of any Governmental Authority and shall co-operate with each other in connection
therewith, including using all commercially reasonable efforts to obtain as soon as reasonably
possible and in any event, prior to the Closing Date any consents required from any
Governmental Authority having jurisdiction over the Transferred Assets, provided that the Buyer
will fully indemnify the Seller against its reasonable costs and expenses incurred by the Seller
for services requested by the Buyer in connection with obtaining the consents, if any, required
under this Section 7.1.
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	7.2

	

Transfer of Transferred Assets

In connection with transfer and assignment of the Transferred Assets, the Seller shall at the
request and sole cost of the Buyer take all such actions and do, or cause to be done, all such
things at the request of the Buyer as shall reasonably be necessary in order to transfer or assign
the Transferred Assets, including but not limited to the Intellectual Property and the Foreshore
Lease, to the Buyer.

ARTICLE 8
REQUIREMENT OF COURT APPROVAL

The obligations of both the Seller and the Buyer to complete the transaction in the form
contemplated herein is conditional (the "Mutual Condition") upon the Receiver obtaining the
Vesting Order by May 24, 2013, and the Vesting Order not having been stayed, reversed, or
dismissed as at the Closing Date. For greater certainty, expiration of the appeal period for the
Vesting Order shall not be a pre-condition of the Buyer's or Seller's obligation to complete the
within transaction.

The Buyer acknowledges that the Court approval process sometimes involves competing offers
being made in Court and that one option open to the Court is to adjourn, or delay, the hearing of
the matter to allow each of the potential buyers to submit to the Court a final sealed bid for the
purchase of the Transferred Assets. In some cases the Court will rule on which sealed bid is
approved on the same day. The Buyer should be present in Court on the date set for the
application for Court approval and should be prepared to submit a further offer that represents its
highest and best offer for the purchase of the Transferred Assets.

ARTICLE 9
CLOSING MATTERS

	

9.1

	

Seller's Closing Documents

On the Closing Date, the Seller will deliver the following to the Buyer's solicitor, on the
condition that the same will only be dealt with in accordance with the procedure set out in
Section 9.3:

(a) a certified copy of the Vesting Order;

(b) the GST Election Form signed by the Receiver on behalf of the Seller;

(c) the Bill of Sale duly executed by the Seller, or Receiver, as applicable, together
with such other deeds of conveyance, bills of sale, assurances, transfers,
assignments, consents, and such other agreements, documents and instruments as
may be reasonably required by the Buyer to complete the transfer of the
Transferred Assets;

(d) physical possession of the Transferred Assets; and

(e) such documents necessary or desirable in the parties' mutual opinion, acting
reasonably, to effect the assignment, transfer and sale of the Transferred Assets as
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contemplated by this Agreement, to the extent not effected by the Vesting Order,
in form and substance satisfactory to the Buyer, acting reasonably.

	

9.2

	

The Buyer's Closing Documents

On the Closing Date, the Buyer will deliver the following to the Seller's solicitor, on the
condition that the same will only be dealt with in accordance with the procedure set out in
Section 9.3:

(a) payment of the balance of the Purchase Price pursuant to Section 2.2(c);

(b) the GST Election Form, as countersigned by the Buyer; and

(c) such other documents as may be requested by the Seller or the Receiver, as the
case may be, acting reasonably.

	

9.3

	

Terms of Closing

None of the Closing Documents and monies will be dealt with before Closing until the deliveries
contemplated by this Article 9 have been made and the conditions set out in Article 8 have been
fulfilled or waived.

ARTICLE 10
POST CLOSING MATTERS

10.1 Waiver of Claims

The Buyer represents and warrants to the Seller that each of Michael Uehara and Morita Co. Inc.
have, subject to the Closing of this Transaction, each respectively assigned to the Buyer the
Uehara Claim and the Morita Claim. Forthwith following the Closing the Buyer shall deliver to
the Receiver a release in the form attached hereto as Schedule D, executed by the Buyer, with
respect to the Uehara Claim and the Morita Claim.

10.2 Consent Order

Concurrently with the delivery of the releases described in Section 10.1, each of the parties
covenants with the other to forthwith, at each party's own cost, file a consent dismissal order, in
a form acceptable to the Buyer and the Seller, in British Columbia Supreme Court with respect to
all matters concerning the Uehara Claim and each party shall execute, file and deliver, as
applicable, all such further documents and instruments as may be reasonably necessary in order
to give effect to this Section 10.2.

ARTICLE 11
ADDITIONAL AGREEMENTS

11.1 Confidentiality Buyer

If the Closing fails to occur for whatever reason, thereafter, the Buyer agrees not to divulge,
communicate or disclose, except as may be required by Law or for the performance of this
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Agreement, or use to the detriment of the Seller or for the benefit of any other Person or Persons,
or misuse in any way, any confidential information of the Seller related to the Transferred
Assets. In the event that the Buyer is required to divulge, communicate or disclose any such
confidential information pursuant to any Law, the Buyer shall promptly provide written notice to
the Seller of such requirement so that the Seller may seek a protective order or other appropriate
remedy (in which case the Buyer will cooperate fully). If no such protective order or other
remedy is obtained, the Buyer will disclose only that portion of such confidential information
which it is advised by counsel it is legally required to disclose.

11.2 Disclosure of Information

Without limiting the generality of Section 11.1, the Buyer acknowledges and agrees that in the
course of the Buyer's due diligence in respect of the Transferred Assets, the Buyer may request
and the Seller may disclose certain personnel records and other information related to
Transferred Assets and/or the Business that may include "personal information" (the 'Personal
Information") as defined in and subject to the British Columbia Personal Information
Protection Act ("PIPA"), For the purposes of Section 20 of PIPA:

(a) the Buyer hereby confirms to the Seller that the Personal Information that the
Buyer may hereafter request in the course of its due diligence is necessary in
order for the Buyer to determine whether to proceed with the proposed purchase
of the Transferred Assets; and

(b) the Buyer hereby covenants and agrees that:

(i) prior to Closing, any Personal Information that the Seller discloses to the
Buyer shall be used by the Buyer solely for purposes related to its due
diligence and its proposed purchase of the Transferred Assets, and the
Buyer shall not disclose or otherwise make available any of the Personal
Information to any Person except employees, directors, officers and
professional advisors of the Buyer with a need to know for the purposes of
such due diligence and proposed purchase;

(ii) if the proposed purchase of the Transferred Assets does not proceed or is
not completed, the Buyer will destroy or return to the Seller all of the
Personal Information disclosed to the Buyer by the Seller in accordance
with the Seller's instructions and/or pursuant to the Confidentiality
Agreement; and

(iii) if the proposed purchase of the Transferred Assets is completed: (i) the
Buyer shall only use or disclose the Personal Information for the same
purposes for which it was collected, used or disclosed by the Seller, or as
otherwise permitted by and in accordance with PIPA; and (ii) the Buyer
shall notif' the individuals who are the subject of the Personal Information
that the purchase of the Transferred Assets has taken place and that their
Personal Information was disclosed to the Buyer.
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ARTICLE 12
INDEMNIFICATION

The Buyer shall indemnify, defend and hold harmless the Seller and its officers, directors,
employees, agents and shareholders, and their respective successors and assigns from and against
all Taxes payable in connection with the purchase and sale of the Transferred Assets.

ARTICLE 13
TERMINATION

13.1 Termination

This Agreement may be terminated at any time prior to the Closing Date, as the case may be:

(a) by mutual written consent of the Buyer and the Seller;

(b) by the Buyer or the Seller if any court of competent jurisdiction or other
Governmental Authority shall have issued an order, decree or ruling, or taken any
other action specifically restraining, enjoining or otherwise prohibiting the
transaction contemplated hereby, which order, decree, ruling or other action is not
stayed or dismissed prior to the Closing Date; or

(c) by either party if the conditions contained in Article 8 are not satisfied or waived
prior to the applicable date for satisfaction of such condition.

13.2 Effect of Termination

Notwithstanding the termination and abandonment of this Agreement pursuant to Section 13.1,
the provisions of Article 12 of this Agreement shall survive. Nothing in this 13.2 shall relieve
any party to this Agreement of liability for breach of this Agreement.

ARTICLE 14
MISCELLANEOUS

14.1 Risk of Loss

Up to the time of the Closing, the Transferred Assets shall be and remain at the risk of the Seller.

14.2 Notices

Any demand, notice or other communication to be made or given hereunder shall be in writing
and may be made or given by personal delivery or by transmittal by facsimile copy addressed to
the respective parties as follows:

(a)

	

to the Buyer:
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Spring & Ash Creeks W.M.U., LLC
301 Forest Avenue
Laguna Beach, California 92651

Attention:

	

Robert Fisher
Fax No.:

	

N/A

With a copy to:

Gowling Lafleur Henderson LLP
Suite 2300, 550 Burrard Street
Vancouver, British Columbia V6C 2B5

Attention:

	

Cohn Brousson
Fax No.:

	

604-683-3558

(b)

	

to the Seller:

PricewaterhouseCoopers Inc.
Suite 700, 250 Howe Street
Vancouver, British Columbia V6C 3S7

Attention:

	

Neil Bunker
Fax No.:

	

604-806-7806

With a copy to:

Bull, Housser & Tupper LLP
Suite 3000 - 1055 West Georgia Street
Vancouver, British Columbia V6E 3R3

Attention:

	

Steven D. Dvorak
Fax No.:

	

604-646-2560

or to such other address or facsimile number as any party may from time to time notify to the
other party in accordance with this Section 14.2. Any demand, notice or communication made or
given by personal delivery shall be conclusively deemed to have been made or given on the day
of actual delivery thereof and if made or given by facsimile copy or other means of electronic
transmission, shall be conclusively deemed to have been given on the day of transmittal.

14.3 Further Assurances

At any time and from time to time after the date hereof each of the parties hereto, at the
reasonable request and expense of the other party hereto, will execute and deliver such other
instruments of sale, transfer, conveyance, assignment, confirmation and other instruments as may
be reasonably requested in order to more effectively transfer, convey and assign to the Buyer and
to confirm the Buyer's title to the Transferred Assets and to effectuate the transaction
contemplated herein.
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14.4 Entire Agreement

This Agreement together with the Schedules hereto and the other documents executed in
connection herewith or referred to herein (together, the "Documents") embodies the entire
agreement and understanding between the parties hereto with respect to the subject matter hereof
and supersedes all prior oral or written agreements and understandings relating to the subject
matter hereof. No statement, representation, warranty, covenant or agreement of any kind not
expressly set forth in the Documents shall affect, or be used to interpret, change or restrict, the
express terms and provisions of the Documents.

14.5 Modifications and Amendments

The terms and provisions of this Agreement may be modified or amended only by written
agreement executed by all parties hereto and, where same may be required, by order of the
Court.

14.6 Assignment

Subject to the following sentence, no party to this Agreement may assign any of its rights or
obligations under this Agreement without the prior written consent of the other party. The Buyer
may assign its rights under this Agreement prior to the application for the Vesting Order and may
assign its rights under this Agreement with respect to the other Transferred Assets upon three
days prior written notice to the Seller, provided that no assignment will release the Buyer from
its obligations under this Agreement.

14.7 Parties in Interest

This Agreement shall be binding upon and inure solely to the benefit of each party hereto and
their permitted assigns, and nothing in this Agreement, express or implied, is intended to confer
upon any other person any rights or remedies of any nature whatsoever under or by reason of this
Agreement. Nothing in this Agreement shall be construed to create any rights or obligations
except among the parties hereto, and no person or entity shall be regarded as a third party
beneficiary of this Agreement.

14.8 Governing Law

This Agreement and the rights and obligations of the parties hereunder shall be construed in
accordance with and governed by the Laws of British Columbia and the federal laws of Canada
applicable therein.

14.9 Headings and Captions

The headings and captions of the various subdivisions of this Agreement are for convenience of
reference only and shall in no way modify, or affect, or be considered in construing or
interpreting the meaning or construction of any of the terms or provisions hereof.

TEMPIDV\VANLAW\ 2O823 PA
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14.10 Counterparts

This Agreement may be executed in counterparts, and by different parties hereto on separate
counterparts, each of which shall be deemed an original, but all of which together shall constitute
one and the same instrument. Execution and delivery of this Agreement may be made and
evidenced by facsimile or other electronic means of transmission.

THE REMAINDER OF THIS PAGE IS INTENTIONALLY BLANK
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Buyer and the Seller have executed this Agreement as of the day
and year first written above.

PRICE WATERIIOUSECOOPERS
INC. in its capacity as Court-appointed
Receiver of Northwest An1ing Adventures
Ltd., and not in-its peroaf capacity,f

Per:
Name:
Title:

SPRING & ASH CREEKS W.M.U.,
LLC

Per:
Name:
Title:

TEMPIDV\VAN_LAW\ 120823 l\4



IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Buyer and the Seller have vccuted this Agreement as of th&day
and year first written above.

PR CEWATEXBO1JSECOOPRS
EiC. in its capacity as Court-appointed
Icoivor ofNorthwest Angling Adventures
Ltd., and not in its personal capatty

Per:
Nan:
Title: MKRAXL UE4XA

Per;

41i(

/1J

-I



SCHEDULE A

BILL OF SALE

THIS BILL OF SALE is made as of •, 2013.

Wi-IEREAS • (the "Buyer"), and PricewaterhouseCoopers Inc. (the "Seller") are, inter alia,
parties to that certain asset purchase agreement, dated May 15, 2013 ("APA"), pursuant to
which, amongst other things, the Seller agreed to sell and transfer to the Buyer, and the Buyer
agreed to purchase from the Seller, all right, title and interest in and to the Transferred Assets, all
on the terms and conditions more particularly set out therein;

NOW THEREFORE in consideration of the mutual covenants, promises and provisos
contained in the APA, and for other good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency
of which is hereby acknowledged, the parties hereto agree as follows:

1.

	

Capitalized terms used but not defined herein shall have the meanings ascribed thereto in
the APA.

2. As and from the Closing Date , the Seller hereby absolutely and irrevocably grant,
bargain, sell, assign, transfer, convey and set over its interest, if any, in the Transferred
Assets to the Buyer.

3. This Bill of Sale is delivered pursuant to, and is subject to, all of the terms and conditions
contained in the APA. In the event of any inconsistency between the provisions of this
Bill of Sale and the provisions of the APA, the provisions of the APA shall prevail. For
greater certainty, the parties hereto expressly acknowledge and agree that the execution
and delivery of this Bill of Sale and the transfer and sale of the Purchased Assets
hereunder shall not operate to merge the rights or liabilities of the parties under the APA,
all of which rights and liabilities shall survive the execution and delivery of this Bill of
Sale in accordance with the terms of the APA.

4.

	

This Bill of Sale shall be governed, construed and interpreted in accordance with the laws
of the Province of British Columbia and the laws of Canada applicable therein.

5. This Bill of Sale shall be binding upon the Seller and its successors and permitted
assigns, and shall enure to the benefit of the Buyer and its successors and permitted
assigns.

6. This Bill of may be executed in any number of counterparts, and delivered via facsimile
or by electronic transmission in portable document format (PDF), and each such
counterpart so executed and delivered shall be deemed an original and all of which taken
together shall constitute one and the same instrument.

[Signature page followsJ
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IN WITNESS WhEREOF the parties hereto have executed this Bill of Sale as of the date first
written above.

PRICE WATERIIOUSECOOPERS
INC. in its capacity as Courtappointed
Receiver of Northwest Angling Adventures
Ltd., and not in its personal capacity

Name:
Title:

Name:
Title:

Per:

Per:

TEMPIDV\VANLAW\ I 20823 1\4



SCHEDULE B

EQUIPMENT AND INVENTORY

KPL1-Stafftodga
item

	

Total
6 Fold up tables

	

2
Armoire

	

I
built In storage cabinets
chair

	

40
Coffee Table

	

3
Computer Monitor

	

2
Couch

	

I
dining Tables

	

6
dresser

	

21
Fireplace (not working?)

	

I
First Aid Cot

	

1
Fooseball table

	

1
Fridge

	

2
King Mattress

	

1
lamps

	

36
Love Seat

	

1
Microwave

	

1
misc. first aid supplies
pull outcouch

	

4
queen bedfrarne

	

1
queen boxspring

	

3
queen mattress

	

3
Row Boat

	

2
Shelving Unit

	

1
side table

	

27
Single lounge chair

	

2
sink

	

16
Smail aar Fridge

	

1
stand up shower

	

16
Stand up vacuum

	

2
table

	

16
toIlet

	

16
IV

	

3
twlnboxspring

	

12
twin mattresses

	

38
Twin Wood Bed Frame

	

15
Wicker Bench

	

1
Wrap around chair/couch system

	

I

TEMPIDV\VAN_LAW\ 1208231\4



KPL 2- Guest Lodge

Item

area carpets (3 matching, 1 other)
Armoir
Bench Seat
Bench Seat - built in
Bidet
Built in bar & cooler
built in bench seat/storage
built in desk
Built in display case/drawers
built in dresser drawers
built in lockers
Built in mini fridge
built in vanity (no sink)
built in wrap around desk
Chest of 4 drawers
Coffe Table - iron/glass
Coffee Table
Coffee table - iron
cold plunge pool
Computer monitor
Computer towers

Couch - Fabric
Desk
Dining Chairs
Dining Tables
Double boxsprlng
Double Mattress
Double sided fireplace
Double Vanity
Driftwood lounge chair/footstool set
dry Sauna
Fly tying stations (desk with side drawers)
Hot tub
In room Fireplace

Jacuzzi Tub
keybox (keys for all rooms)
Kind Bed Frame (driftwood)
King Boxspring

King Mattress



Lamp

	

73
laserJet printer

	

I
leather couch

	

3
Leather couches

	

3
Long bookshelf

	

1
Lounge Chair & Foot Stool Set

	

18
massage tables

	

1
Merchandise display shelves/drawers

	

1
misc. Iightbu lbs/spa chemicals
Modem/router things

	

2
Mounted shelving unit

	

1
Mounted towel warmers

	

2
mounted wrsp around shelving unit

	

1
Muskoka Chair

	

16
MuskokaTable

	

5
Ottoman

	

2
Patio bench

	

1
Patio chairs

	

14
patio table legs

	

16

phones

	

3
Queen Mattress

	

2

Queen Murphy Bed Frame (wall mounted)

	

2
Recumbent Bicycle

	

1

Roil-a-way bed

	

3

Round games table

	

1

satellite equipment
Shuffleboard table

	

I

Side Table

	

45

Single cabinets

	

2

Single lounge Chair

	

32

Single Vanity

	

18

sirius radio thing

	

1

small vanity

	

2

Soaker Tub

	

16

SONY flatscreen (42'?) TV

	

1

sound system

	

1

stand alone cabinet (decorative no drawers)

	

1

Stand up Fan

	

1

Stand Up Shower

	

17

Stand up shower

	

18

StandUp Vacuum

	

1

Steamroom

	

1

Tall iron side table

	

1



Tall side table - iron

	

1

Tall side table - wood

	

1

Toilet

	

22

Towel cubbies

	

2

Treadmill

	

1
Twin Boxpsrlrtg

	

32

Twin Mattress

	

20

WA -2 water filter

	

3
walk In showers

	

3

Wall Mounted Head Board

	

16

wheeled office chairs

	

3
wooden bench

	

1
Wooden Desk chair

	

15



Art-KPL2

Art -3 prints thomas Peschak
Art - canoe paddle "D.S.S"
Art - giant bear painting
Art - shells D. Wilde
Art - shells D Wilde
DR Round carving?
Map - Princess Royal Island
Painitng - Rosso - 'frog"
Painting - "black waters"
Painting - "Crystal Space Flash"
Painting - "frogs"
Painting - "Gitshsan spawning salmon"
Painting - "Polar"
Painting - "story of Creation"
PaintIng -4 shells - Dalibell?
Painting - David 'Nasler's drum"
Painting - Delsing "KW Crest Design"
painting - J morrison "tribel 2"
Painting - Morrison - "Tribal"
Painting - Morrison "rite of Passage"
Painting - Morrison "Tribal"

Painting - Reece - "Eagle box design"
Painting - single shell - Dalibell?
Painting - single shell - Dalibell?
Painting - single shell - Wilde
Painting - Vickers - 'FlyFishing"

Painting - Vickers - "King Pacific Sunset"
painting - wood "eagle"
Painting -Dudoward "Iaxkee'
painting 'beaming"
Painting Morrison "cycle"

Painting Rosso "elements2"
Painting Yiemens? "communication"
Paitning -3 diff. shells - Wlide



Adventure Gea nventory

ITEM DESCRIPTION
Unit!

Measure Close 12

Boots _________________________________
rubber boots guest - size I

_____

each
______

I
rubberboots guest-size2 each 3
rubber boots guest - size 3 each 4
rubber boots gJest - size 4 each 6
rubber boots guest - size 5 each 8
rubber boots guest - size 6 each 8
rubber boots guest - size 7 each 9
rubber boots guest - size 8 each 15
rubber boots guest size 9 each 8
rubberboots guest-size 10 each -

	

9
rubber boots guest - size 11 each 9
rubber boots guest - size 12 each 21
rubber boots guest - size 13 each 6
rubber boots guest - size 14 each 4

Camping
chair

____________________________________
folding chair - blue

______

each 4
tarp MEC tarp each

-_
2

tent MEG tent each
_ _

3

Cleaning Products
brush

__________________________________

and brush fo.r floater suit cleaning - blue & white
______

each
_______

2
sponge eanut shaped for kayak cleaning each 3
spray bottle or camp suds & water each _________

Floater Suits
oater pant

__________________________________

uest - size S
______

each
______

13
r pant uest - size M each 15
r pant uest - size L each 25
r pant uest - size XL each 16

a

	

r pant uest - size XXL each 9
rjacket uest-sizeS each 14
r jacket uest - size M each 9

or jacket Quest - size L each 21
t rjacket uest-slzeXL boX 13

r jacket uest - size XXL each 10
r jacket uest - size XXXL each 3
rjacket hood oater jacket hood -2 buttons each 25

-Guest Amenities
afterbite Afterbite wipes - singles I000lbox 543



liking ____________________________________

day pack fly pack, MEC - red & green
______

each
_______

5
iking pole sorted each 5

snowshoes R snowshoes each 3

:ayaklng
rybag

_________________________________
1 L

______

each
_______

7
drybag

__________________________________
L__________________________________ each 1

drvbag L each 1
ogies

__________________________________
nd insulation for paddling pair 4

ayes oprene-sizeM pair 10
ayes oprene - size XL pair 4
ayak boat straps at straps for tying down kayaks each 4
ayak pump 9ge/black, Scatty each 10

kayak tight EC each 8
rudder cable kit dder cable repair kit each 7
sprayskirt EC black each 8
sprayskirt rooks black XL - 60 tunnel each 2
throw bag orthwater each 7

Miscellaneous
step stool

____________________________________

Rubbermaid
______

each
_______

I

add1esIOars
oar

____________________________________

assorted oars for canoes
______

each
_______

7
oar brand? -at Waterfall Lake each 2
oar Tyee boat oar each 4
paddle Aqua Bound paddle each 4
paddle ulfstream Perception each 7
paddle imbus paddle each
paddle ea Passage Perception paddle each

________

5

Rain Gear
water resistant pant

________________________________

tormtech

	

size S
_____

each
______

7
water resistant pant tormtech - size M each 4
water resistant pant tormtech - size L each 7
water resistant pant torrntech - size XL each 11
water resistant pant tormtech - size XXI each 2

Safety
PFDs

____________________________________
Lotus.- size S/M

______

each
_______

7
PFD's Lotus - size L/XL each 5
PFDs Lotus - size XXL each 1



Beer Invento

Beer Size

Closing
Inventory

201 2(cans)
Guests Beers

okanee Light
_______

6x.355L
_________

47
okanee 24x.355L 10
teila Artois Can 6 x .330L 4
ranville Island English Bay Pale 6x355L 18
ed Racer India Pale Ate 6x355L 26
owe Sound Larger 6x.355L 11

Powder Mountain Larger 12
Bowen Island Larger

________

6x.355L 9
ocky Mountain Pilsner 6x.355L 21
oor's Light (2011) 6x.355L 42

Total.
_______ ________



ITEM Serial Engine Serial HP

Assets at Bridgeview Marine Price Rupert _________ _________

Boat #0 QQV180089A05 No Motor ___________

Boat #5 QQV18122A707 16725991 llShp
Boat #3 QQV180076A05 No Motor ___________

Boat #11 QAEF9923D999 16431699 9Ohp
Boat#4 QQV2200IDO3 1B7388214 ll5hp
Boat #12 ZQ0AC427G404 168380669 1 75hp
Boat#9 Mirage 16431584 ll5hp
Boat #1

____________________

QQV220007A05 No Motor ___________

Boat #2 Armstrong 16431700 90_______________________

pare Motors
I l5hp (Blown head>

___________________ _________

18429970
_________

1 lShp
llShp (poor condition)

________________________

- 16374424 ll5hp



KPL Dining Room Inventory

__________________________
DESCRIPTION UnIt/Measure 2012

China
-

Cappuccino Cups
___________________________

Demitasse Cup
________

6"
______

15
Coffee Cup Saucers Nikko 22c1 37
Coffee Cup Saucers white, Nikko each 39
Creamers black each 9
Espresso Cup Coupe Demitasse Cup 10 ci 15
Espresso Cup Demitasse Cups 8 oz 39
Espresso Saucers Demitasse Saucer 12 cm 44
For Life Tea Pots each 13
Latte Cups

____________________________

Café au Lait Cups 115 oz 16
Leaf Bowls each 7
Ramekins

________________________________
black each 16

Sake Cups grazed black each 22
Sake Flask azed black each ______ 5
Side Plates white, Nikko 16 cm 50
Small Oval Eye Dishes used for salt 11 cm 32
Small Yogurt Bowls each 47
Square Dishes

________________________________
Corner Handle/frite bowl each _______6

Stacking Butter Dish white, Nikko 2.75" 23
Stacking Cereal Bowls white, Nikko 10.5 cm 4
Sugar Bowls black each 12

Bar
Bar Spoons

________________________ _______

each
_____

1
Bartenders Guide

________________________________
each

Baskets
________________________________
small each

_______

1
Bottle Openers beer each _______1
Bottle Openers antique fish each
Corkscrews Waiter each

_______

5
Cutting Board Plastic each 1
Cutting Board wooden each 2
Ice Buckets Double Walled each 3
Ice Buckets small 2.8 Quart 4
Ice Scoops I for bar & I for ice machine each
Cocktail Shaker With Lids 12 oz

________

3
Martini Strainer each 2
Plastic Pitchers

________________________________
Large each 1

Plastic Pitchers small each 1
Pour Spouts each 3
Vacuvin

__________________________________
each 1

Vacuvin Stoppers
__________________________________

each 3
Wine Cooler

__________________________________
31 cm 3

Preservino Argon Cartridges
________________________________

4lpkg 1
Preservino Cork Pack

________________________________
2/pkg

-

Preservino Set - Metal
__________________________________

set
________

I__________________________________

Service
4 Section Nut Dish

___________________________

________________________________
_________

each
______

_______



Bento Box each 19
Bread Baskets

_____________________________
twill lined dozen 11

Bumble Bee Pails each
Cast Iron Teapots

__________________________________
each

_______

4
Chopstick Rest

__________________________________
each 27

Chopsticks
__________________________________
__________________________________ paIr 47

Cigar Cutter each
Coffee Air Pot

__________________________________
each

______

1
Coffee Thermos

_______________________________
black each

Fireplace Baskets each
______

Glass Cereal Holders
________________________________

each
______

1
Glass Sorbet Bowls

________________________________
each

______

Glass Tall Cereal Holders
________________________________

each
______

Laguer Trays
________________________________

each
______

Loose Tea Strainers
__________________________________

each
______

Peppermill
________________________________

Peugeot, Blonde Wood each
______

Platter Wood (lg) each
______

1
Porcelan Puddifot Tea Pots each

_______

2
Room Service Trays

__________________________________

each
_______

2
Round Trays

__________________________________

each 5
Serving LaddIe

________________________________

each 3
Stainless Steel Insulated Pot

________________________________

each
______

10
Sugar Cube Tongs

__________________________________

each 1
Tea Jars

_____________________________

Ikea each 15
Tea Fllterspoons each 5
Waste Basket

________________________________

each
______

_______ 2

FIreplace Tong & Poker Set
__________________________________

each__________________________________ _______

To Go
Ice Packs

_______________________ _______

48/case
_____

2
Insulated Cup Lids

__________________________________

100/box 4
Insulated Cups

__________________________________

100/box _______4
Milkshke Straws

__________________________________

Large 500Ibox
Paper Dinner Napkins 200/box

_______

Paper Lunch Bags
__________________________________

each
_______

20
Parchment Paper

__________________________________

12x12 box ______ 1
Picnic Baskets

	

Large each ______ 3
Plastic Forks

__________________________________

each 300
Plastic Knifes

__________________________________

each 400
Plastic Spoons

__________________________________

each 200
Toothpicks

__________________________________

1 000/box _____

Wax Paper
________________________________

8x11 2000/box
Waxed Sandwich Bags 6x2x9 1000/box

______

200
Wooden Stir Sticks 1000/box 12
Ziploc Bags

________________________________

Large 100/box 11
Ziploc Sandwich Bags 100/box 24__________________________________

Cutlery & Utensils
Crab Crackers

____________________________ _________

each
_____

25
Crab Fork

_____________________________

each 32
Fork - Dinner/Table

__________________________________

WMF each 72



Fork - Salad/Dessert WMF each 38
Fork - Salad Square each 83
Kitchen Spoons

________________________________
each 45

Knife - Bread/Butter
__________________________________

WMF each 78
Knife - Dinner/Table WMF each 76
Knife - Fish each 36
Knife - Steak

__________________________________
WMF each 56

Pie Cutter Vollrath each 3
Pie Lifter Vollrath each 2
Small Spice Spoons used for Salt 3" 12
Large Spice Spoons 3.5 14
Serving Fork

________________________________
Vollrath each 19

Serving Spoon each
Spoon - Canape

_____________________________
loop handle each

_____

3
Spoon - Espresso Demitasse Spoon each
Spoon - Dinner/Table each

______

I
Spoon - Soup Oval

__________________________________
Large each

______

67
Spoon - Soup/Dessert WMF each 8
Spoon - Tea/Coffee Spoon WMF each 11
Spoon - Teaspoon Square each 10
Napkin Rings

__________________________________
native design each 3

Glassware
Decanter

____________________________
I lg Ism

_________

each
_____

Glass - Classic Beer Pilsner 14.25 oz
______

14
Glass - Brandy Snifter

__________________________________
J.G. Durand each

Glass - Brandy Snifter - Small each
______

I
Glass - Champagne Flutes

__________________________________
Arcoroc - for Bar each

______
2

Glass - Champagne Flutes Vino Grande 6.5 oz 2
Glass - Highball Pilsner for Pop/Highballs each 2
Glass - Martini 7.5 oz
Glass - Old Fashioned Rocks

_________________________________
lslande 10,5 oz

______

I
Glass - Red Wine Vino Grande 15 oz

______
37

Glass - Red Wino Excall bar 10.25 oz 1
Glass - Sherry/port Vigne each 12
Glass - Sherry/port Vino Grande 3.75 oz 10
Glass - Shooter Assorted each ______I
Glass - Tumbler Excaliber- for Water 12.5 oz 3
Glass - Tumbler Excaliber- for Juice 7 oz 4
Glass - White Wine Excaliber 8.25 oz ______I
Gless - White Wine Vino Grande 12 oz 4
Glass Jar w/lld each ______I
Water Pitcher

__________________________________
each 7

Wine Carafe
__________________________________

Small each 8
Wine Carafe Large each 12

Accessories
Candle Holder - Flat

_____________________________ _________

each
______

4
Candle Holder - Outdoor

________________________________
each 16

Candle Holder- Round
__________________________________

each 13
Candles - Torpedo

_______________________________
__________________________________ each 4



Chit Spike each 2
Cigar Log Book

__________________________________
each 1

Vases - Large Square
________________________________

each 3
Vases - Medium

__________________________________
Ikea Rectangle 22 cm 4

Vases - Small Ikea Rectangle 14 cm 1
Vases - Tall Round each 4
Matches

________________________________
white 5OIbox 3

Equipment
Stand Up Coffee Maker

__________________________ ________

each
______

2
Steamer

________________________________
Cappuccino Machine Attachments each 2

Toaster 4 Slice each I_______

Linens
napkins

____________________________

ellow
_________

each
______

21
napkins e ________________________________ each _______I
napkins n

	

linen each 3
napkins w - linen each I
napkins alwood each

______
4

jpkins treux Taupe each 4
napkins treux White each 40
napkins Fandango Ivory - Linen each ______B
Placemat vory Checkered each 4
Placemat Organics - Mocha each 6
Placemat rellow /gold - new 2009 each 4
Placemat Wicker each 3
table cloth Linen - Fandango Ivory each
wool blankets plaid - Blue/Green, Red each

______

4
wool blankets plaid - Orange/Yellow, Blue each
wool blankets Herringbone - Orange/Yellow each

_______

2
wool blankets Herringbone - Red/Orange each
burgundy laundry bags each

_______

_______2
white kitchen rags

__________________________________
__________________________________ each ________



Engineering Inventory

Engineering - Belts
13C1150
AX33
5L350
AP26
AP32
AP27
15280
15285
A4950
AP5O

Engineering - Boat Filters
35 8M0020349
81296 Q2 Fuel
Raycore S3220UL
35879885Q

Engineering - Coolant
49201 a

Engineering - Fuses
AGC-.5
AGC-10
AGC-15
AGC-25
AGC-30
ATM 20
ATM 30
ATO 2
ATO 7.5
ATO 10
ATO 15
ATO 20
ATO 30
GMA3to 500 ma
GMA 300
ATO 5 Amp
ATO 3 Amp
ATO 25 Amp
AGC6Amp
3AG I Amp
3A0 3 Amp
3A0 7,5 Amp
ATM 2ArTip

Dayco Superblue Rthbon Belts - AP43

	

Each
Dayco V Belt

	

Each
Dayco V Belt

	

Each
Dayco V Belt

	

Each
Dayco V Belt

	

Each
Dayco V Belt

	

Each
Dayco V Belt

	

Each
Dayco V Belt

	

Each
Dayco V Belt

	

Each
Dayco V Belt

	

Each

Boat Filter

	

Each
Boat Filter

	

Each
Boat Filter

	

Each
Boat Filter

Coolant 4 litres

	

Each

Fuse - .5 Amp

	

Each
Fuse-lOAmp

	

Each
Fuse-15 Amp

	

Each
Fuse-25Amp

	

Each
Fuse -30 Amp

	

Each
Fuse -20 Amp

	

Each
Fuse -30 Amp

	

Each
Fuse -2 Amp

	

Each
Fuse -7.5 Amp

	

Each
Fuse-lO Amp

	

Each
Fuse-15 Amp

	

Each
Fuse-20 Amp

	

Each
Fuse-30 Amp

	

Each
GMA 3 to 500 rca

	

Each
GMA 300

	

Each
Fuse-5 Amp

	

Each
Fuse -3 Amp

	

Each
Fuse -25 Amp

	

Each
Fuse -6 Amp

	

Each
Fuse - I Amp

	

Each
Fuse-3 Amp

	

Each
Fuse -7.5 Amp

	

Each
Fuss-2 Amp

	

Each

2012

4
2

3

1
2
2

8
10
10

12

Engineering - Gases
1001 a

	

Acetlyne

	

Each
1072e

	

Oxygen Tanks

	

Each



Engineering - Gear Oil
Mercury Geal Lube

	

10 Litre Container

	

10

Engineering - Gen Filters
BF 787 Fuel
BF 788 Fuel
LAF1246 2
LFF3417 2
LFF3521 2
LFF8OI3 Raycor
LFP78O 2
LF3959 Fleetguard

Engineering - Gen Oil
GenO 201540

Engineering - Hell Filter
FW-125-25 Raycor
BF-1239

Engineering - Llghtbuibs
602734
602807
Bulb I2vTS
Festoon
Port Lamp
Starboard
190 Interior

Engineering - Merc Harness
91 8818262
91 9918273
91 8618246
91 884793A1
91504771-test
91 804772-test
91 804773-test
88 275 1A
87896620
Therm 0
ignition Switch
Helm Control
82751A3

Engineering - Mere Parts
27 863724
848965371(24
89 2864T06
89 8447T01

Engineering - Misc Parts

Fuel Fitters
Fuel Filters
Air Filters - KPL1
Fuel Filters ge
Fuel Filters ge
Fuel Filters ge
Oil Filters ge
Oil Filters ge

Gen Oil 20 Ltr 15/40

Trojan Sleeve
Trojan UV Lamp
Bulbs - 12v
Festoon Bulbs
Port Lamp
Starboard Lamp - Green
T80 interior Bulbs

Hell
Hell

2 PIn Harness
3 PIn Harness
6 Pin Harness
Harness
Harness
Harness
Harness
Trim Relay
Trim Switch
Thermostat 0-Rings
Ignition Switch
Helm Control
Trim Relay

Exhaust Gaskets
Harness & Key Switch
Therm Housing
Power Trim

Each
Each
Each
Each
Each
Each
Each

10
10
5

15
15
14
17
6

Each 15

Each
Each

2
2

Each
Each
Each
Each
Each
Each
Each

Each
Each
Each
Each
Each
Each
Each
Each
Each
Each
Each
Each

Each
Each
Each
Each

3
I
2
1



Moto Master Battery Charger 4OAX

	

Each
Wire Cup Brush

	

Each
0-Ring Kit

	

Each
Maytag Dryer Belts

	

Each
Bath Fan

	

Each
Fuse Box

	

Each
Bilge Pump - 5000PH/189 LPH

	

Each
Bilge Dash Switches

	

Each
Float Switch

	

Each
Garniin Single Transducer

	

Each
High Water Detector

	

Each
Hummingbird Transducer

	

Each
Leg Zinos

	

Each
Emery Cloth

	

Each
Spark Plug Socket

	

Each
Stainless Steel Rail Mount Antenna

	

Each
Painters Tape - Green

	

Each
Toggle Switch

	

Each
Water Nozzle

	

Each
Welding Glasses

	

Each
Whirlpool High Velocity Floor Fan 18 In Each

Spool
For Covered Boat Each

Box of 250
14 Black Polymer Deluxe Wiper Blades Each

Engineering - Motor
MarIner 9.9

	

Mariner Outboard 9.9 -4 Stroke

	

Each

Engineering - Oil
3587776 IK1DI

	

Oil Filters

	

Each
3587776 7K01

	

175 Oil Filters

	

Each

11-1557-4
13-F04
30562
3-12959
896NC
AGC Fuse Box
Bilge 25D
Bilge Switch
Float Switch
Garmin Sgl TR
High Water
Hummingbird Tr
Leg Zincs
P030
SP Socket
SS Rail Mount Ant
Tape Gre
Toggle Switch
Water Noz e
Weld Glass

Rope Spool
Toilet Pump
lOx 32 Green Exterior Screws

1

150
28

EngIneerIng - Prop for RepaIr
PlSrep Prop - for repair Each

Engineering - Prop for Repair
DSK
P15
P13
P17

Drive Sleeve Kits
Prop
Prop
Prop

Each
Each
Each
Each

3
I
2
1

EngIneerIng - Scotty
1126 Socket
2125 Set
2126
1128 Belts
1129 Belts

Socket

	

Each
Plug & Receptacle

	

Each
Receptacle

	

Each
Belts

	

Each
Down Riggers Belts

	

Each

Engineering - Spark Plugs
LFR-4A-1E

	

Spark Plug

	

Each 20



Each
Each

50
20

LFR-5A1 1
LFR-6A1 1

Engineering - Starters
EFI 115

Engineering - Toots
013557W 1042C
2101 XP
24 14DB
3937553
4L6
6509
7065
3W313
87062C
Batt Test
Bolt Cute
C5 e
Carp Square
Caulk Gun
C-Clamp
Claw Ham
Drill Cobalt
DW236
DW359
DW4II
DWB31
Extend Cord
Feeler
Gold Batt
Grease Gun
Hack Sawe
Hammer e
Heat Gun
HoJe Saw
Jumper3
Level Alum
Level è
Lock Pliers e
MechVicee
P15 PI5D3H
Pipe Wrench a
Pry Bar a
Punch Chisel
Rub Hammer
Screwdr P e
Sealant Gun
SJ Pliers a
Sledge e
Snips e
TG Pliers e

Spark Plug
Spark Plug

Starter

	

Each

Delta Drill Press

	

Each
Husqvarna Chain Saw 300

	

Each
Makita Portable Cut-Off Saw

	

Each
Tensioner Pulley ge (Smart Power)

	

Each
Sledge Hammer - Tool Shed

	

Each
Milwaukee Reciprocating Saw

	

Each
Bench Grinder

	

Each
DeWalt 2 Speed Jigsaw

	

Each
Century Battery Charger -6 to 12 V

	

Each
Battery Tester

	

Each
Bolt Cutter

	

Each
Pipe Crimper

	

Each
Carpenters Square

	

Each
Caulking Gun

	

Each
C-Clamps

	

Each
Claw Hammer

	

Each
Jobber Drill - Cobalt Set

	

Each
Dewalt VRS Drill

	

Each
Dewalt Circular Saw

	

Each
Dewalt Palm Grinder

	

Each
Dewalt Angle Grinder

	

Each
Extension Cord -20 m

	

Each
Feeler Gauge Set

	

Each
Gold Plus Deep Cycle Battery

	

Each
Grease Gun

	

Each
Hack Saw

	

Each
Hammer

	

Each
Heat Gun Kit

	

10 pc
Hole Saw Kit

	

Each
3' Electric Jumper

	

Each
Levels - Aluminum

	

Each
Level

	

Each
Vice-grip Curved Jaw Locking Pliers

	

Each
Mechanics Vice

	

Each
Rough Neck Manual Ratchet Puller

	

Each
Pipe Wrench

	

Each
Pry Bar

	

Each
Punch Chisel Set

	

12 po
Rubber Hammer

	

Each
Philips Screwdriver

	

Each
Sealant Gun

	

Each
Slip Joint Pliers

	

Each
Sledge Hammer

	

Each
Snips

	

Each
Tongue & Groove Pliers

	

Each

2



Tubing Cute

	

Tubing Cutter

	

Each

	

I
VA Blades

	

Vermont American Jigsaw Blades

	

10 Piece

	

1.7

Engineering - Water Fflter
Aquatrex LD 0520
ORC Disp Fil
UDF 10-C-T

Engineering - Wiring
716-01
716-05
718-04
7 18-07
768003
87-7010
Wire Conn 1856
Wire Conri 1900
Wire Conn Blue
Wire Red 120A
Wire Strip e

Water Filter

	

Each
Orc Dispenser Filters

	

Each
UDF 1Q-C-T Dispenser Filters

	

Each

Wire - Black - 16GA -100 ft

	

Each
Wire-Red- I6GA- 100 ft

	

Each
Wire - Green - 18GA -100 ft

	

Each
Wire - Yellow-i 80-80 ft

	

Each
Wire-Green-I8GA-lOOft

	

Each
Wire - Blue - I4GA - 30,48 m

	

Each
Wire Connector - Blue 16-14, 1856c

	

Each
Wire Connector - Yellow 12-10, 1900

	

Each
Wire Connection - Blue #1560

	

Each
Wire-Red- 12GA-lOOft

	

Each
Wire Stripper

	

Each

15
38
40

I

I
I
2

100
18
30

3



Edra Fly Rod and Reel Inventory

Michael

	

Line

	

Length

	

Model

	

Location
7 90'

	

SAGE Xi2 790-4

	

Joes Closet

Robert

7 10'O

	

Scott-G1007A ,8068159
8 90

	

SAGE XP 890-4
7 96'

	

Scott ARC - 957I4146288
10 9'6"

	

Scott STS 951 0/3
1 -59 inch Green Rod Case

Sage 300 Series Spool
Sage 300 Series Reel

Rod and Reel Package
8 90

	

SAGE FLIGHT - 890-4
Reel SAGE 2080

8 90

	

SAGE X12 890-4
5 90"

	

SAGE Z Axis 590-4
4 100

	

SAGE XP 4100-4
8 90"

	

Temple Fork Outhtters 11Cr- Signature - Lefty Kreh

SAGE 3200
SAGE 3300
SAGE 3500 D
SAGE 3500 0

Joe

Heels

KPL

Reels

Spools



First Aid Inventory

ITEM DESCRIPTION
Unit!

Measure 2012

Accessories
blanket

_________________________________
wool - grey

_______

each
_______

13
blanket oocket emergency blankets - silver each 6
bowl yellow bean shaped bowl each

_______

ox white box W/ stainless steel lid each
______

Gotten tip applicators singles each
______

80
Folding Bed With Mattress each
loves latex gloves w/o powder 1 00/box

______

0.
eck brace "tall" brace each
eck brace "regular" brace each

______

1
oxygen tank s are tank each 1
res-q-vac Res-Q-Vac - EZI-S-1 each
resucitation mask CPR resucitatlon mask each

______

1
scissors ret aid scissors each 12
spine board each 1
spineboard straps

_________________________________
set of 7 1

splints
_________________________________

cuick sam splints each 5
splints rames for sam splints each _______I
thermometer each 1
tweezers

_______________________________

each 1
waste basket

___________________________________
sharpslbiohazard waste basket each I

wrist brace Lifebrand - size Medium each
_______

1
wrist support Lifebrand - one size each _______

Dressing
2nd skin

_______________________________

1112" x 2"
_______

6/Box
______

3
b3ndages riangle bandages-assorted each 14
bsndaids knuckle 50/Box 0.26
bndaids fingertip 50/Box 2
bandaids Gauze Pads 4"x4" 1 Box
bandaids Gauze Pads 7.6x7,8" 1 Box
bandaids knee 50/Box 0.36
bandaids strip -large 100/Box 0.12
bandaids butterfly closures 100/Box 0,33
finger cots 144/Box 0.4

auze
_________________________________
auze rolls - assorted each _______ 3

qauze non adherent pad 3x4 _______8
gauze abdominal pad 3Ox4Ocm ______ 9
tape waterproof tape 1"
tape waterproof tape 1/2'

-

0.5
tape transparent tape. 3M 1" ______

First AId Kits
first aid kits

______________________________

ubbermaid containers for boats
______

each
______

______ 6
first aid kits red first aid kits for kitchen each
first aid kits red first aid kit - OFA level 3 each

______

first aid guide book first aid pocket book each
______

report forms Accident report forms each
______

30



Medication _______ _______

aiergy medication
_____________________________

nadryi Allergy - exp 01110 24/pkg 1.25
Epipen oen Aduit each ________

Epipen pen Child each _______

ointment C iomine Lotion - exp 03/15 250 ml _______I

Topical Treatment - ___________________________

sauna soiuticn OcuF rash 20 ml each 3
ointment vion 1:100 each _______

ointment nzalkonlum toweiettes 100/Box 0.42
ointment drogen peroxide 250 ml 4
ointment bbing Alcohol 500 ml _______

soap mp Suds each 0.75
soap or Germiphene 454 ml 0.75
soap eon soap 250 ml _____



F lishing lnvento

ITEM DESCRIPTION
Unit!

Measure
close

12

Wading Boots
wading boots

__________________________________
mms - size 14

______

each 2
wading boots mms - size 13 each 2
wading boots rnrns -size 12 each 3
wading boots mms - size 11 each B
wading boots mms - size 9 each 5
wading boots mms - size 8 each 6
wading boots mms - size 7 each 3
wading boots mms - size 6 each 3
wading boots mms - size 5 each 7
Men's Waders
gortex waders

____________________________________
htweight Simms - mens XXI each 3

gortex waders htweight Simms - mona XLK each 7
gortex waders qhtweight Simms - mona XL each

_

gtex waders qhtweght Simms - mens LG King each
gprtex waders htweight Simms - mens MK each 4
gortex waders htweight Simms - mona SM each

_
2

Women's Wadors - -

gortex waders freestone Simms - womens LG each 4
gortex waders reestone Sirnms - womens MED each I
Fly Fishing Accessories
mitten clamp w/ lanyard

_____________________________________
forceps)

______

5•5' 4
nipper W/ lfl each 5
oars

_________________________________________
Carlisle 6 ft - yellow each 2

oars Cataract 7 ft - blue each 2
raftrepalrkit #3861 each 2
raft straps NRS - 2ft 1 each 4
raft straps NRS - 3ft 1° each 2
raft straps NRS - 4ft 1 each 2
raft NRS -Red 12' each I
raft NRS Blue 12 each I
electric raft pump NRS high speed inflator each 2
strike indicators Thill's - 5/5' 25/pkg 0.05
trout nets each 1
valve adapters

___________________________________________
LMV - assorted sizes each 2

wonder pumpS manual raft pump each 2
Fly Lines

-

Airflo depthfinder
___________________________________

30' sinkhead float running line - 300 grain WF9-FS
______

each 7
Airfio plantinum tan WF-5F each 2
demo float line Scientific Anglers - WF5-F each
fly line backing Fly Angler -20 lb. 1500 yds 1500 yds

-

2
fly line backing Flyng!er- 3Olb - 1500 yds 1500 yds I
Mastery Series fly line Scientific Anglers - WF5F each

-

Mastery Series fly line Scientific Anglers- WF-10/11-F each
-

Maxima ultra green 20 lb - 110 yds each
--

Maxima ultra green 5 lb - lloyds each
-

	

-

Maxima ultra green 8 lb -110 yds each
- -

7
Maxima ultra green

-

6 lb -110 yds each
-

2
RIo WF floating line WF5F - camo green each 10
Rio-densily compensated sink tip 24ft -200 g - yellow/black each 2
Wetcel fly line

	

- Scientific Anglers - WF5-Ctear mt. each 6

Leaders, Tlppets
braided loop leader connections

_____________________________________ ______

4/pkg
-

2
Airfio leader

_______________________________________
clear intermediate 10 ft 1

Tyger stainless steel leader 30 lb test 100 ft I



DeepBlua tippet 6# - 6,6 lb test 100 m 3
Deep Blue tippet 16ff

	

17.6 lb tcct #20 100 m
Frog 1-lairtippet 1X-13.I Ibtest 10Cm 3
Umpqua tippet 4X -6 lb test 27 m 20
Umpqua tippet 6X -3 lb test 100 m 7

Fly Tying Accessories

bucktail colorado blade spinner spoons
____________________________________

Angelo's - #2
______

1 0/pkg 1
bead heads old - MED pkg

_ -

2
bead heads nickel- MED 24Ipkg .8
fly t'iing bobbin each

-

4
coneheads

________________________________________
3 mm - gold I Olpkg 3

coneheads 3 mm - nickel 10/pkg 3
coneheads 5 mm - gold I 0/pkg 9
coneheads 5 mm - nickel 10/pkg 8
copper wire copper - MED each I
copper wire ed - MED each 3
danville thread ellow -6/0 each 4
danville thread black - 8/0 each 5
danville thread oraange - 6/0 each 2
danville thread ink -6/0 each 4
danville thread white -610 each
danville thread orange - size A each

-

danville thread neach each
-

fly line winder each
-

lead wire
________________________________________
.025 each

-

monofitarnent thread .004 each
-

monofilament thread .006 each
-

4
plastic beads mm - salmon red 1000/pkg 2
plastic beads mm - salmon red 100/pkg 2
saltwater popper bodies #2 1 0/pkg 1
scissors v tying scissors each 3
stick on eyes seorted colors & sizes pkg 2
tinsel, diamond braid liver each 005
tinsel, diamond braid earl each 0.05
Uni french wire Iver- LG each 1
Uni french wire Id - MED each

_
1

uril mylartinsel old/silver-size 14 each
_

1
uni thread red - 3/0 each

_
1

uni thread white - 3/0 each
_

I
vice-regal each

_ -

2
Hooks

______________________________________ _ _

Daii 1100
______________________________________

size 16
_______

25/pkg 1
Dali 1100 s'zel8 25/pkg

,, _
1

Dali 1180 s'zelO 25/pkg
_ _

1
Dail 1180 izol2 25/pkg

_
3

Daiill8O ze14_____________________________ 25/pkg 2
Dali 1280 zeB _____________________________ 25/pkg I

Dali 1280 ze8 25/pkg 4

Dali 1710

________________________________
ze8 25/pkg 2

Dali 1710
_____________________________

zelO 25/pkg 2
Dali 1720 ize6 10/pkg 1

Dali 1720 zelO lOFpkg I

Daii 2170 ze 6 25/pkg 2
Daii2l7O ze8 2ipkg
Mustad 34011 size 2 50/pkg

,,

I
Mustad 34011 size 4 50/pkg 5
Mustad 34011 size 6 5pkg A

Mustad 92553 size 1/0 5pkg
- -

TMC 100 size 10 1 00/plçg
- -

TMC 100 size 12 1 00/pkg
- -



TMC 2457 size 6 100/pkg :1
TMC 3761 size 4 100kg 1
TMC 2761 size 8 25/pkg 1
TMC 5212 size 8 25/pkg 1
TMC 5212 size 12 2SIpkg I
TMC5212 size 14 25/pkg

-

2
TMC 5263 size 6 l00/pkg

_
1

TMC 600 SP size 4/0 8/pkg 1
TMC 600 SP size 6/0 10/pkg

_ -

TMC 600 SP e 8/0 6/pkg
TMC 8115 e4 25/pkg

-

TMC 7989 e2 25/pkg
-

	

-

Heels/Spools
-

reels
_______________________________
ss Cimmeron 2

_____

each
-

11
spools ss Clmnieron 2 each 2
reels ss Gunnison G-4 each

_ -

spools sa Gunnison G-4 each
-

reels R ss Gurmison G-5 each
- -

reels ssCLA4 each
-

spools ss Gunnison C-S each
-

- 3
reals eddingtonAL 11/12 each
spools Reddington AL 11112 each

-

2
reels Lamson lightapeed LS4 each 5
Rods
rods

______________________________________
age-9150-4-Spey

_______

each 2
rods ctt - 1590-4 - Spey each 4
rods age -VPS-590-4 each 3
rods age - FLI-590-4 each 6
rods cott - SAS-590-3 each 6
rods TFO - TICR 5wt-4 -9' each 7
rods TFO - TICR 8wt-4 -9' each 4
rods coil - STS - 908-3 each

_
4

rods cott - SAS -908-3 each _5 -

rods cott - STS - 909-3 each _3
rods cott - SAS - 909-2 each 3 -

rods Scott - SAS -1008-2 each
Safety

- -

bear cartridge 'auncher
___________________________________ ______

each 2
bear cartridges

__________________________________________
5 mm 6/box 15

bear spray 309 each 4
bear spray holsters 30 g each 3
PFDs - RED Mustang self inflating each 4
C02 cartridges or red pfds each 1
Storage
bags

___________________________________

Sage guidebags
______

each 5
fly briefcases used each 2

y box black each 3



Games Room Invento

ITEM DESCRIPTION
Unit!

Measure 2012

Book8

A Parisian from Kansas
_______________________

Philippe Tapon
______

each
A Killers Kiss Lars Anderson each

- -

American Indians in the Marketplace Brian C. Hosmer each
- -

Angeias Ashes Frank McCourt each
- -

Art BC anM.Thom each
--

- -

aylSky Joel Meyerowitz each
ears Kevin Van Tighern each

- -

eneath the Ice Ben Apfelbaum each
- -

I
I Reid Doris Shadbolt each

-

1
rds of North America National Geographic each

-

I-
rds of the Pacific Northwest Coast

-

Nancy Baron each 1
cod Lure Nevada Barr each

_ -

I
sh Columbia Douglas Leighton each _1
sh Columbia Wine Companion John Schrelner each 1_

h Columbian Salmon Pamela McColl each _2_
Stars & Mudbugs Patricia K. Lichen each _1-

C

	

mis David Meunch each 1
C

	

do, A Photographic Journey Malak each 1
da, The Lend that Shajes Us Yousf Karsh each _1
da's National Parks Tajya Lloyd each _2 -

da's West Coast Chris Cheadle each _1
bals With Forks John Elkington each
Ste VS Army Richard North Patterson each

-

2 -
es of the North Barbara Chlshalm each

_

C

	

nnay& Friends John Schrelner each
-

C

	

a Salad Bill Jones each
ead Connection Wildlife Worldwide each

-

eath in Midsummer Yukio Mishima each
-

eep Currents alone Haig-Brown each
-

I -
own from the Shimmering Sky: Masks of the
crthwest Coast Peter MacNair each 1 -
any Love and Brook Trout James Prosek each I-
xecutive Orders Tom Clancy each I-
xploring the Seashore Gloria Snively each 1-
e of the Whale Zadie Smith each _1-

F

	

Fishing Ralph Kytlee each _1-
F

	

Fishing Armand Eisen each _1-
F

	

Fishing British Columbia Karl Bruhn each _1-
F

	

Patterns of BC Art Lingren each 1_
F

	

Patterns of Rodenick Haig Brown Art Lingren each _1
water Grant McClintock each 2

Fracture Gordon Dickie each 1_
Giant Book of Puzzles & Games Sheila Anne Barry each I_
Giants: Colossal Trees of Pacific Northwest Audrey Gescoe each I-
Great Bear Rainforest an & Karen McAllistar each I
Greater Vancouver Douglas Leighton each 3
Guide to Shipwreck Sites R.E. Wells each 1-
Guiding Lights Lynn Ta nod each I-



High Above the Canadian Rockies Russ Heini each I =
Historical Maps

	

f Canada Michael Swift each I
Hummingbird Book Donald & Lillian Stokes _each

_
I

Humpback Whales Phil cpham each I
ndlan Fishing Hilary Stewart each 1

lnult Art ngo Hessel each
_

1
slands at the Edge Douglas & Mcintyre each

_ -
I

Kayak Camping David Harrison each 1
Kayaking in Paradise Greg Rasmussen each

_
I

Killer Whales John Ford & Greame Ellis each
King of the Mountain Pete Fromm each

- -

Icons Robert H. Busch each
-

Mammals of British Columbia Eder & Pattie each
- -

Merriam-Webster's Collegiate Dictionary each
-

Monkeys on the Interstate
_____________________________
Jack Hanna each

- - -

Mortal Prey John Sandford each
-

isgaa People of the Nass River Thomas Berger each
-

orth America Birds Isidor Jeklin each
-

North Americas Greatest Fishing Lodges John Ross each
Outside's Wilderness Lodge Vacations Kimberly Lisagar each

-
I

Over Beautiful British Columbia Bruce Oble, Tony Owen, Russ Heinl each
-

l
Pacific Salmon Childerhose & Trim each

_
I -

Pationate Slugs & Hollywood Frogs Patricia K. Lichen each I
Peregrine Falcons Ce Savage each I
Persistance & Change th Campbell each

-
2

Photography for Dummies Hart each
_ -
_1_

Pierre Berton's Canada P

	

a Berton each I_
Plants of Haida Gwaii J. Turner each I
Plants of the Gitga'at People a t Nation each I
Potlatch Hoyt-Goldsmith each 1
Prince Ships of Northern BC n Racking each _1
RCMP The March West Fred Stenson each I
Reflections of a Siamese Twin John Ralston Saul each 1
River Walking, Songbirds & Singing Coyotes Patricia K. Lichen each 1
Robes of Power Doreen Jensen each

_
1

Rustic Style Ralph Kylloe each
_

_1_
almon in the Great Bear Rainforest Jennifer Donnelly each I
almon Without Rivers J m Lichatowich each

-
I -

hocking Beauty homas Hobbs each 1 -
ring Creeks Mike Lawson each _I -

ikine ary Fiegehen each _1 -
The Backard Astronome?s Guide Terence Dickinson each - I -
The Black Canoe abort Bringhurst each I -
The Canoe J m Poling, Sr. each 2
The Chosen Ones ean Rossiter each

-

The Complete Angler zaak Walton each
- -

The Death of an lrish Sea Wolf Peter McGarr each
- -

-
The Elements of Fly Fishing Simon & Schuster each

- -

The Emerald Sea Diane Swason each
- -
_2 -

The Estuary Flyfisher Steve Raymond each
The Flavors of Canada Anita Stewart each

- -

The Forgetting Room Nick Bantock each
-



The Fraser River Alan Haig Brown each I

The Immortal Beaver Sean Ressiter each _2-
The Last Wilderness David Suzuki each I
The Laws of Angling Randy Voorhees each I
The Monsters of Templeton William Lashner each

_
l

The Place Where You Can be Yourself each 1 -
The Race

____________________________
Alafair Burke each

_
I-

The Seasons of a Fisherman Roderick 1. Haig Brown each I
The Sommerlier's Guide to Wine Smith each I
The Sum of All Fears Tom Clancy each

-

I
The Summer He Didn't Die Jim Harrison each I
The White Wine Companion Spence each l
The Wood Duck and the Manderin awton Shurtleff each

_
_1-

Thin9s Fall Apart Chinua Achebe each _1-
This Other Eden Phil Tinley each 2
Thompson River Art Lingren each 1
Totem Pole Diane Hoyt-Goldsmith each I
Totem Salmon Freeman House each I
Trail of the Wolf R.D. Lawrence each 1
Transients John Ford & Greame Ellis each 1

rees, Shrubs & Flowers in BC Bill Merilees each I
rout James Prosek each 2________________________________

& Salmon R. Valentine Atkinson each 2
& Salmon of North America Robert J. Behnke each I

ream Charles Lindsey each 3
ris of the Worth Don & Debra MeQuiston each _1-
rniark Grant McClintock each I -
es Phil Clapham each _1-

Whales, Dolphins & Porpoises Fisheries & Oceans Canada each _I-
Wild Wings lrlichael Runtz each _2
Wilderness First Aid Linda Lindsey each l_
Wildstream Paincoast Conservation Societj each _I -
Wolves Thomas F, Waters each _1-
1000 Places to See Before You Die Patricia Schultz each I

Games ______

4 Children's Card Games
_________________________

each _

S

____________________________
each 1____________________________

C

	

Puzzle

__________________________

each _1 -

C b Board
____________________________

each _1
minoes

__________________________

each _2_
opoly Junior

_________________________

each _1 -

Station Game SSX Tricky
__________________________

each
P

	

'irig Cards (Decks)
_____________________________

each
- -

3
crabble

_____________________________

each
tfleboard Rocks

_____________________________

set of 8 8fset
- -

ifieboard Table each
- -

Izee
____________________________

each
- -

_______________________________
_______________________________ each

- -



Kitchen KPL1 Invento

ITEM DESCRIPTION Unit! Measure 2012

Dry Non-Food
Plastic Deli Container Lids

__________ ________

500 Pack
______________

0.8
Aluminium Foil Roll

______________

18" x 1000 0.5
MultiFold Brown Napkins

______________

250 ots 0.5
Garbage Bags

_____________

100 Box 0.5
Coffee Filter Reg

_____________

1000 cts 1.5
Plastic Deli Containers

_____________

32 oz 300
BakIng Cups

_____________

101500 ct 3 Box
Plastic Deli Containers

_____________

500m1 400
Stainless Steel Scrubbers

______________

12/box 2
RubberGloves

______________

lOxl2ct I
Latex Gloves

____________

Large 100 2 Box

China
Small Bowls

___________ ________

each
_______________

2
Shallow Bowls

_____________

each 18
Brown Bowls

______________

each 6
Glass Bowls

______________

each 11
Coffee Mugs

_____________

each 72
Glasses

_____________

each 19
Plastic Cups

_____________

each 7
DInner Plates

_______________

each 37
Dinner Plates

_______________

Small each 16
Side Plates each 5______________

Utensils
Forks

____________ _________

each
_________________

33
Knives

_____________

each 24
Table Spoons

______________

each 9
Tea Spoons

_____________

each 35
Soup Spoons

______________

each 9____________

Kitchen Equipment
Plastic Grey Bus Pans

____________ _________

each
________________

24
Rolling Pins

______________

each 1
Plastic Squeeze Bottles

______________

each 6
Tongs

_____________

each 4
Wire Skimmers

______________

each 1 ________

Chinois
_____________

each _________ 1 _________

Past!y Brush
______________

each _________ I _________

Pie Pans
______________

each 2
Strainers

______________

each _________ 1 __________

Wooden Spoons
_______________

each 2
Baking Sheet

_____________

Full Size each 47
Baking Sheet Half Size each 12
Plastic Cafeteria Trays ______________ each 21



Plastic Cambro 2 Quart each 5
Plastic Cambro 4 Quart each 2
Plastic Cambro 6 Quart each 5
Cambro Lids Large each 2
Cambro Lids Medium each 12
Cambro Lids Small each 4
Colander each 2
Cooling Rack

______________

each 2
Frying Pans

_____________

Large each 7
Frying Pans Medium each 4
Frying Pans Small each 4
Fryer Basket Large each I
Fryer Basket Small each 2
Grater each 4
Hotel Pan

_____________

2' each 5
Hotel Pan

___________

each 2
Hotel Pan

____________

each I
Hotel Pan Insert

____________

each 3
Hotel Pan Insert

____________

each 6
Hotel Pan lnsert

	

Plastic
-

each 7
Hotel Pan Insert

____________

- 6 each I
Hotel Pan Insert Lids each 4
Kitchen Knives

____________

each 4
Laddles

_____________

each 13
Rectangular Loaf Pans

______________

each 3
Measuring Jug

_______________

each 2
Meat Slicer

____________

each I
Metal Muffin Pans

_______________

12 Cup 5
Metal Oval Serving Tray -

______________

each _________S_________
Pizza Cutter

______________

each 1 ________

Pizza Pans
______________

each 5
Potato Ricer

_______________

each
_________

2 ________

Potato Masher
______________

each
Robot Coupe

______________

each
_________ ________

________ 1 ________

Salad Spinner
_____________

each
Salt Shakers

_____________

each
________ ________

6
Aluminium Sauce Pot

______________

each 3
Ice Cream Scoop

______________

each 4
Serving Spoons

_______________

each 12
puIa Flippers

_____________

each I
Spatulas

_______________

each 4
Stainless Steel Bowls

_______________

Assorted Sizes each 11
Aluminium Stock Pot With Lid each I
Water Jugs For Juices -2 Gal each 4
Whisks ______________ each 2



Kitchen KPL2 Invento

ITEM DESCRIPTION linit/ Measure 2012

Dry Non-Food _________________ ________

Scotch Bright Scouring Pads No. 88 4 x ID ct
______________

4
Cutlery Fork Wooden 1 x 1000 2
Cutlery Knife Wooden

_______________________

1 x 1000 2.5
Cutlery Spoon Wooden

________________________

1 x 1000 2
Towel Multifold Natural

_______________________

16 x 250 0.125
Lid Dome Black

________________________

12-20 oz Hot Cup 1 x 1000 2.5
Bag Paper lOib Kraft 6 x 4 x 13" 1 x 500 0.5
StrawSuper Black 6" 1 x2500 0.33
Straw Super Black 8' 1 x 2500 2.5
Glove Rubber Medium Yellow 10 x 12 1
Foil Wrap Roll 1
Bamboo Skewer

________________________

4" Knotted I x 1000 1
Pre-Wrapped Plastic Straws 8" 500 15.5
Film PVC Roll Saran Wrap 2 x Roll I
Coffee Filters 2 x 500 ct 2,5
Cheesecloth

________________________

70 yd 0,5
Paper Cup

_______________________

Hot 16 ozWhite I x 1000 2.5
Bamboo Skewers Rifle Style 25 x 100 8
Grill Bricks 8"x4' 12 Box 0.66
Mop Heads 4 Pack 0.5
2 Ply Dinner Napkin

______________________

12 x 200 Ct 1
Ultra Ply Dinner Napkin

________________________

8 x 100 Ct 3
Zipioc Snack Bag

________________________

24 x 30 ot 0.5
2 Ply Bevy Napkin

_______________________

White Swan 18 x 250 9
2 Ply Bevy Napkin Sysco 18 x 250 3
Bag Zlplock 17.78cm x 19.69cm 1 x 500 1
Pad Scour Med Duty Green lOx 10 0,3
Sheet Silicone 16.5 x 24.5" 1 x 1000 1
First Aid Finger Cots Medium 1 x 720 5.75
To Go Coffee LId 1000 ct 1.5
Paper Coffee Cups

_______________________

1000 Ct 1
Scotch Bright Griddle Clean Pad

_______________________

4 x lOot 1.75
Butcher Paper

_______________________

1 Roll
FoodpakCryovac

________________________

lOx lOx 1000
____________________

0.2
FoodpakCryovac

____________________

lQxl6xl000 I
FoodpakCryovac

____________________

12x18x500 I
Stainless Steel Scrubbers

____________________

12 Box 3
Wooden Stir Sticks

________________________

1000 Box 11
Waffle Maker

________________________

each
Wood Pucks Blsguette

_________________________

120 Box
_____________________

Glad Sandwich Bags
________________________

24 x 100 ct
____________________

1
Biodegradable Fork

________________________

1000 Ct 0.5________________________

China
Rectangle Square Dance Plates

___________________

13.25" x 5.5"
_________

each
_______________

30



Round Deep Rimless Bowl 31cm each 25
Revol Times Square Plates 9.75" each 32
Revol Times Square Plates 11.75° each 18
Nikko 8" Square each 11________________________

Kitchen Equipment
Whip Cream Dispenser Cartridge

___________________ _________

24 Box
________________

4.5
Wooden Spoons

________________________

18° each 7
Grey Rubbermaid Bus Pans 12 pack 9
Frying Pan

________________________

8" each 5
Sauce Pot 10" each 2
Sauce Pot 6" each 4
Sauce Pot 8" each 7
Bamboo Skewer 25/100 ot 0.75
Scotch Bnte Light Scour Pad

_______________________

40 ct 1.5
Black Roasting Pans

________________________

22" x 24" x 3,5" each 2
Plastic Squeeze Bottles With Uds each 11
Plastic Funnels .5L each 1
Whip Cream Dispenser 1 Quart each 1
Stainless Steel Tongs each 2
Fine Wire Skimmers

________________________

each 2
Pie Pan

________________________

10" x 1.25' deep each 8
Burger Spatulas each - 4
Plastic Cafeteria Trays

________________________

-

	

each 8
Plastic Cambro

________________________

12 Quart each 2
Plastic Cambro 2 Quart each
Plastic Cambro 22 Quart each

____________________

5
Plastic Cambro 6L each 11
Plastic Cambro. 8L each 1
Plastic Cambro Lid Large each 9
Plastic Cambro Lid Medium each 6
Plastic Cambro Lid Small each 5
Rubber Flipper each 2
Pie Lifter

________________________

each 3
Can openers

________________________

each 1
China Cap Strainers

___________________

Coarse each 2
Colander each 2
Cooling Rack

________________________

Hotel Sized Pan each
Cutting Boards Large each

__________________

3
Cuffing Boards Medium each 2
Cutting Boards mall each 1
Fine Chinois each 2
Frying Pans

_______________________

12" each 7
Frying Pans 6" each 2
Teflon Frying Pans 4" each 4
Teflon Frying Pans 6° each 4
Grater each 2
Hotel Pan

__________________________

2" each 6
Hotel Pans 6° each 5
Preforated Hotel Psn 1' each 2
Preforated Hotel Pan 2" each I
Hotel Pan Insert 1/2 each 2



Hotel Pan Insert 1/2 Deep each 3
Hotel Pan Insert 1/3 each 3
Hotel Pan Insert 1/3 Deep each 2
Hotel Pan Insert 1/6 each 5
Hotel Pan Insert 116 Deep each 11
Plastic Hotel Pan Insert 1/6 Plastic each 7
Hotel Pan Insert 1/9 each 11
Kitchen Aid Mixer each 2
Teflon 12'

______________________

each I
Laddles

________________________

Assorted Sizes each 13
Metal Measuring Cups each _________ 2 _________

Mandoline Slicer
________________________

each
Meat Slicer

_______________________

each
________ ________

Cast Iron Pan
________________________

each
_________ _________

Pasta Roller
____________________

each
________________

2
Pizza Pans

________________________

10' each 7
Potato Ricer each 1
All Clad Roasting Pans

________________________

each 1
Ring Mould

_______________________

275' each 3
Salad Spinner each 1
5 Slotted Serving Spoons

________________________

each 3
Salad Serving Spoons

_______________________

each 4
Staineless Steel Bowls

_______________________

Assorted Sizes each 21
Stainless Steel Strainer 20' each 2
Immersion Blender each _________I ________

Whisk
________________________

each 4 ________

Stainless Steel Serving Sppon
________________________

each 3 _________

Rubber Spatula
________________________

each 4 _______________________________

Chemicals
Oven Grill Cleaner

____________________ _________

4 x 946ml
________________

2
Dish Rinse Ecotemp Ultra Dry

_______________________

4 x 3.78L 4.25
Detergent Liquid Ultra Klene

_______________________

4 x 3.78L 3
Dish Soap Wash Lig Lemon

_______________________

4 xl Gal 0.25
Full Circle Powder

________________________

500g Jar I 75
Full Circle Griner Cleaner

________________________

215g Jar 0.5
Full Circle Dairy Milk Wash

_______________________

IL Bottle 0.75_______________________

Alcohol
Guiness Pub Draught Can

___________________

_______________________

_________

8 x 440ml
_______________

I



Additional Kitchen Invento

ITEM DESCRIPTION Unit! Measure 2012

Dry Non-Food
Small Plastic Bottles

__________________

No Lid
_________

each
______

- 9
Plastic Oil Dispenser each 2
Rubbermaid White Plastic Bus Pan

________________________

each 3
Large Non Stick "Green Pan

________________________

each I
Vacuum Bags

________________________

lOx 10 0.25
Vacuum Bags

_____________________

12x18 0.5
VacuumBags

____________________

10x16 0.5
Choclate Bar Foils

____________________

1000 pack 0.5
Origami Bar Wrappers

_______________________

200 Pack 2.5
Green Piping Bags

________________________

18" 100 Box 1
Disposable Piping Bags 14" 100 Box 1.3
Acetate paper Roll 0.6
Blowtorch Propane Cannisters

_______________________

each 1.5_________________________

China
Reflections Plate

____________________

14"
_________

each
______

11
Deep Nikko Bowl each 16
Reflections Bowl

_______________________

Serving Platter each 1
Long Rectangle each 3
Large Rim Bowl

________________________

Tafelstem each 30
Gordon Ramsay Royal Doulton

-

3" Bowl each 17
Sam + Squito Bowl 4" each 17
Nikko Perception Bowl 3.5' each 49
Asian Soqp Spoon each 21
Nikko Perception Plate

_______________________

8" each 40
Nikko Perception Plate 6" each 50
Nikko Perception 1" Deep Bowl each 37
Reflections Plate

________________________

10" each 14
Square Bowl Platters - Nikko 12' each 2
Square Bowl - Thomas Rosenthal 4.5" each 1
Square Bowl - Thomas Rosenthal 6.5 each 2
Large Glass Platter each 1
3 Cavity Sorbet Dish - Nikko

________________________

each 2_______________________

Kitchen Equipment
Manng Pro Toaster

__________________

2 Slice
_________

each
_____

2
Metal Salad Tongs each 2
Plastic Tongs

________________________

each 2
Oyster Shucker

_______________________

each 1
Bus Pan Lids

_____________________

each 12
Metal Strainer

________________________

each _2-
Soup/Stock Pot

_______________________

12' each
Stock Pots 18' & 20"

-

_2
Deep Rondeau

___________

each
Pots Lid Large

_______________________

_______________________ each
- -

_2-



Pots Lid Medium each 3
Pots Lid Small

_______________________

each 1
Rubbermaid Plastic

_______________________

each 2
Plastic Drip Tray

_______________________

each 4
Rubbermaids

______________________

each 7
Large Brinning Bucket

______________________

each 4
Large Lids for Buckets

________________________

each 4
Plastic Sgueeze Bottle

_____________________

No Ud each 6
Small Plastic Bottle With Lid each 3
Whip Cream Dispenser Cartridge 24 Box 4.5
Wooden Spoons

_______________________

18" each 5
Measuring Jug 1 Quart each I
Rolling Pins Various Sizes each 3
Stainless Steel Measuring Cup Set each
Measuring Spoon Set

________________________

4 Piece Set
_______

I
Plastic Funnels

_______________________

.5L each 2
Hi-Heat Spatula Scraper each _4
Whip Cream Dispenser

________________________

each I
China Cap Strainers - Fine

________________________

10 each
-

1
Aluminium Pie Pan 1,25w Deep each 1
Alum iniurn Angel Food Cake Pan each 2
Blow Torch Nozzle

________________________

each
_

I
Non-Stick Bundt Cake Pan

_______________________

10', each _1
Stainless Steel Cake Ring 10" each 2
Blue & Grey Dry Goods Bins each

_ _
15

Icing Sugar Dispenser
_______________________

each 1
H20 Bread Spray Bottle

________________________

each 1
Chocolate Sea Theme Mold

_______________________

each
_ -

4
Cooling Rack - Hotel Pan Size

_______________________

each 4
Big Crumble Dish

________________________

each _7
Cutting Board

________________________

Large each I -
Cutting Board Medium each _1
Cutting Board Small each _1 -
Dome Mould Silicone 24 Cavaties each I -
Flour Scoop each 9
Fondue Set Copper

_______________________

each I -
Gelato Machine

_____________________

each I -
Glass Pie Plate

________________________

9" each I
Aluminium Ice Cream Scoops each
Ice Cream Scoops

_________________________

I oz each
-

_2
IcoCream Scoops 2oz each
Kitchen Aid Mixer each

-

2
Chocolate Bar Mould

_______________________

20g, 12 Cavaties each _10_
Loaf Pan Various Sizes each 8
Lollipop Mould 8 Portions each - I-
Metal infuser each
Mini Muffin Pans

________________________

each
- -

Muffin Pans
________________________

each
- -

Pyrex Baking Dish
_______________________

each
-

_I-
Pyramid Mould Silicone

	

-
________________________

35 Cavaties each I-
Tart Ramekins each 4
Ice Cream Cambros

_______________________

_______________________ each 15



Resting Rack each 4
Ring Mould

_______________________

Various Sizes each 33
Tart Ring 35" each 33
Silpat Full and Half Sized each 4
Spice Grinder each 1
Aluminium Springform Pans

_______________________

each 2
Stainless Steel Tamis

_______________________

20" each 1
Wood Tamis each
Non-StickTart Pan

______________________

12" each
______

4
Non-Stick Rectangular Tart Pan each 1
Whisk

________________________

each _3_
Palette Scraper

_______________________

each I
!tal Scale

_______________________

32 oz each _I-
Bread Scale each I-
Bakon 5k Chocolate Melter

______________________

each _I
Heatgun

________________________

each
-

_1
Garland Portable Induction Burners

______________________

each 2
Kitchenaid Blender

________________________

_______________________ each I



Llghtbulb Inventory

ITEM DESCRPTION
unit'

Measure 2012
ighting Accesorles
lass lamp shades

_____________________________________
for KPL2 bathrooms

________

each
______

-

	

14
amp shade holder lamp shade holder

	

th wooden ball each 1
amp shade holder lamp shade holder with metal cap each 1
ightbulb holders for Fl 3BXf827/ECO each 2
red clamp spot lights each_______________________________________ ______

o Longer RequIred for KPL 2
ulb

_________________________________ _______ _____

1 W
__________________________________

E Compact Fluorescent
________

each
_____

2
I W Mini Spiral each 4

W Compact Fluorescent each 20
W ompact Fluorescent each 2
w P

	

s Globe - clear - medium base (staff) each 3
W P

	

Flourescent U-tube each
1 W axSEco each 2
12/22/32W lral 3-way each

_
10

50W 0 Watt Par 20 130 Volt 30 Degree Narrow each
_

2
W 0 Watt Par 30 130 Volt 40 Degree Flood Short each 8
W halogen alux halogen - 50W - 50mm - MRI6 each _3

60W Proline Standard Incandescent - A19 each 40
75W flood Philips floodlight each -

MISCELLANEOUS IN LIGHT BULB AREA
felt surface protectors

_______

Pack of 16
_____

6
3/8 felt surface protectors

_______________________________________
Pack of 75 2

Tyee boat metal tip
_______________________________________

each_______________________________________ _______

Present Inventory Items 2008
5OPAR3O/HIR/FL35 Potlite

_______

each
_____

FLE2OHT2I2/SW Table Lamp each
______

90PAR38/IRD/WFL4O 120V each
______

1
60A/IF PROLINE 130

_____________________________________
Chandeliers each 2

FLE26HT3/2/SW Floor Lamps each
Lenses Fixtures - Basement each

______

______I
4 Lamp Ballast Kitchen each ______ 2
2 Lamp Ballast Kitchen each
FB32T8/1L841/Alto U Shape F32T8 each

______

______I
DE-LITH SLDI Lens for Shower Fixture each
3M Projection Lamp each

______

45 Watt Floodlight
____________________________________

each
______

15W Spiral Wall Sconce, Shower FIxt
____________________________________

each
______

2



Liquor Invento

Description Size Unit Close 2012

Spirits
Vodka
Van Gogh Espresso Vodka 1bottle

Rum
Appleton Estate 8 yr Reserve
Appleton Estate V/X
Bacardi
Bacardi Limon
Malibu
Flor De Cana Extra Dry 4 year

Rye
Canadian Club
Crown Royal

Scotch
Ardberg lOyr
Balvenie I 2yrs

I

	

________________________________

	

____________________________________________________
IIalke10
Walker Red Label

Single Malt Scotch Whisky bottle 1
0.06

Bowmore 12 yr
Cao ha
Chivas Regal
Glenmorangie lOyrs
Justerini & Brooks
Laphroig lOyr

Rhum Jamaica Rum
Gold

750 ml
bottle
bottle

Coconut Rum bottle

Canadian Whiskey
Canadian Whiskey bottle

bottle

Single Malt Scotch Whisky
Single Malt Scotch Whisky
Single Malt Scotch \Nhisky

Scotch Whisky
Single Malt Scotch Whisky
Single Malt Scotch Whisky

750 ml
bottle
750m1

750 ml
bottle
bottle

I
1.2
1.3

0.25
1.6
0.5

5.8
2.2

2
I

3.8
0.8
0.5
0.6
3.7
1.5

Bourbon
Jack Daniels Sour Mash
Jim Beam
Southern Comfort

Tennessee Whisky
Kentucky Bourbon Whiskey
Whiskey

750 ml
750 ml
750 ml

2.6
0.6
1 .1

Cognac
Courvoisier VS Cognac bottle
HenneseyVSOP

	

______
Cognac

	

bottle
2

1.2



Remy VSOP Fine Champagne Cognac bottle 1.2

Brandy
Benedictine

____________________

DOM
______

bottle
_________

1.5
Brandy & Benedictine B&B bottle 2.2
Calvados Pere Magloire bottle 3
Grand Marnier Marnier-Lapostolle bottle 0.1
Napoleon Brandy St. Remy bottle I
Dupuis Marquis De Villard bottle 1.6
VSOP

_______________________

botle___________________ _________

Liqueurs
Amaretto

______________________

Disaronno
______

bottle
__________

3.2
Crème de Cassis - L'Heritier Guyot Blackcurrant Liqueur bottle 4.2
Chambord Black Raspberry bottle 1.2
Cointreau Liqueurs bottle 0.7
Drambuie Liqueur bottle 0.2
Godiva Dark Chocolate Liqueur bottle 0.5
Harveys Bristol Cream 750 ml 0.8
Kahlua

_____________________

Liqueurs bottle 2.8
Kirsch Liqueurs bottle 1.2
Lillet aperitif bottle 0.2
Limoncello Liqueurs bottle 0.7
Marie Brizard Strawberry bottle 2.5
Martini & Rossi Rosso Liqueur 750 ml 0.1
Martini & Rossl -. extra dry Liqueur bottle 0.8
Noilly Prat White Vermouth bottle 2
Ouzo - Tsantali aperitif bottle 1.8
Pastis (Ricard) aperitif bottle 0.8
Pernod Licorice Liqueur bottle 2
Pimms Liqueurs bottle 1.1
Sambuca - de Cesari Luxardo Liqueur bottle 2.1
Sourz-Apple Liquor Sour Apple bottle 1.5

Ports
Blackberry Port

____________________

Starling Lane
______

bottle
_________

20
IMadeira - Casa dos Vinhos Port? bottle 2.1
Penfolds Grandfather Port? 750 ml 1

Ports Reserve
Sonata 2002 Calona Vineyards bottle 6
Taylor Fladgate Tawny Port 20 yrs 750 ml 0.2



Sake
Sake Sets

_______________________

Murata
______

2 cup/i t
__________

4
Miral Sparkling Sake 5______________________ ______



KPL Office Invento

ITEM DESCRIPTION
Unit!

Measure 2012

General Office Supplies ___________________ ______

1" Binder- Black each
______

4
3 Hole Punch

_______________________

each 1
3" Binder - Black

________________________

each 2
9" x 18 Cream Paper

________________________

Hack-up Menu Paper each 100
AMEX Slips 100/pkg 4
Bulldog Clips

_______________________

Jumbo each 12
Calculator each
Canadian & American Flags

__________________________

assorted memorabilia box
_______

1
Clear Duotangs each 5
Clipboards

________________________

2 Pack 4
Construction Paper

_______________________

96 Pages 1
Copy Paper

________________________

8.5x1 1 Letter 500/pkg 2
Crayola 24 Pack each
Credit Card Swiper

_______________________

each
-

Dispenser Tape Black
_______________________

each
-

2
Erasers

________________________

2IPkg 2
File Folders

________________________

each 20
Glue Stick

________________________

each 2
Hanging Folders

________________________

each 50
Highlighters

________________________

Green each 2
Highlighters Yellow each 2
HP Photo Paper 4x6 250/Pkg 2
HP Photo Paper 8.5 x 11 Pkg 1.25
KPL DVD each 40
Label Maker

______________________

each
Lead Refills - .7mm

_________________________

for pencils 144/P kg
________

6
Legal Paper 8,5x14 500/pkg 2,5
Mastercard Slips I 00/Pkg 2.5
Packing Tape

_______________________

each 2
Paper Cutter

_______________________

each 1
Paperclips

______________________

JUMBO 100/box 2
Paperclips REG. 100/box 2
Pencil Sharpeners Large each 1
Permanent Markers Black each I
Plastic Bags for Merchandise 12" x 3" x 18"- white each

-

2
Push Pins pkg 0,5
Rubber Hands

________________________

Bag _9.5_
Rubber Stamp/Starr/Hummingbird

________________________

Kids Club each
Rubber Stamp/Starr/Raven Circle Kids Club each

-

Rubber Stamp/Starr/Raven

	

- Kids Club each
-

Scissors each
- -

Scotch Tape
__________________________

each
- -

_5_
Sharpies Black Fine

________________________

12 Pack I-
St Jeans Cannery Brochures

________________________

each 10
St Jeans Processing Sheet

__________________________

each 25
Staple Removers

________________________

each 2



Staplers box 2
Town & Country Articles

_________________________

each 2
Visa Slips

________________________

lOOIpkg 1
White Tape - 18mm

________________________

for Label Maker each 1

Office Toiletries
Sewing Kit

___________________ ______

each
______

1_______________________

Equipment
Balloon Time - Helium Tank

____________________ ______

each
______

Bose Wave Radios
_______________________

each
_______

3
DigipawerAdaptor/Charger

________________________

each i5
Convertible Easel

________________________ -

each 1 -
Laminating Machine

_______________________

8x10 Sheets each _1
Multicard Camera Memory Card Reader each

-

1
Nikon Stableyes Binoculars

________________________

each _1-
Roy Vikers Cooperman Book

________________________

each I
Sony TRy 900 Handy Cam

_______________________

each _1-
Telescope

_______________________

With Eyepiece, Tripod, Barlow each _1-



Salt Water Fishing Invento

ITEM DESCRIPTION
UnIt/

Measure Close 12
Boat Accessories

anchor each 7
boat fenders

_____________________________________
Al white & blue each 7

dip net Sea King - black - SK5000 each 11
dip net replacement bags each 11
fish bonker

_____________________________________
wooden & plastic each 9

fish cooler was for Commander each I
fishing spots map each 10

aff hook
_____________________________________

24"- CG24 - wooden each 15
harpoon pole each 13
harpoon tip

_____________________________________
Pete's each 19

cannon ball holders 3 in 1 each 3

Downrlggers
manual downriggers

___________________________________
catty - complete - 30" arm

_______

each
___________________

16
electric downrlggers catty complete - 60' arm each 17
brake handle kit catty-manual each 12
brake pads catty each 35
depthpower belt catty - spare - No. 1129 each 4
down rigger cable 150 lb - 300 ft each 5 x 100
downriggercrimps 100/pkg 1.5
mounting bolt

_________________________________
catty - 1" each 96

iedestal/swivel mount catty- No. 1026 each 18
quick release cotty-30 - No. 1172 each 54
replacement downrlgger handle catty - No. 1142 each 8
shut off stoppers catty 24Ipkg 105

Vacuum Packing
raly vacuum fish bags

___________________________________
FP 1127-medium - 11.6 x 27.3"

_______

250/box
__________________

0.5
roly vacuum fish bags FP5 0812- chunk -8.8" x 12.3 500/box 0.5

Bait
brining salt

_________________________________
Regal

______

40kg/bag
_________________

4

Reels 24
reels

________________________________
enn 310 Ti - level wind

_______

each 2
reels enn 330 GTI - level wind each 13
reels himano 400S - spinning each
reels Hmano mooching reel - 100001 & 20000T each

____________________

10
reels himano mooching reel -40000T each 5
reels himano Sidestab 4000RD - spinning each 4
reels himano spinning reel - assorted each -

Rods -

rods Froniter X Mooching rod - SIR 1263C - 106 each 9
rods Shakespear ugly stick - halibut each 12
rods Protack Sportsman Series mooching rod each 6
rods Diawa Heartland mooching rod each

_________

9
rods Papala RSC 1060M mooching rod each

_________

3 ________

rods Rapala RSC 66DB Halibut rods each 4 ________

rods Assorted Spinning Rods each 6 ________

rods °himanoTDR Mooching each 9
rods Berkley Roughneck Halibut each

________

4
rods chimano Technium TNC-M106M2 each 7
rods Shimano-CVC MIO6M-2A each 31

SW ElectronIcs
OF'S/sounder

_________________________________
Garmin OF'S map 178C Sounder

_______

each
_________________

5 GPS still set on boats



SW Safety
fillet glove - kevlar

____________________________
size Large

_____

each
_______________

fire extinguishers for boats each
___________________

10
flare gun kit Orion - basic 6- expIred each 1
key floats yellow each 20
throw lines each 11
waterproof flashlight

_____________________________________
ndudes 20 batteries each 10

waterproof matches Coghian's baxes/pk 6

SW Tools
bait knife

___________________________
6" each 4

crimping pliers red handle each 12
fillet knife w/ spoon Frost -#9152 - no knife each 1
measuring tape each 20
oliers

_______________________________________
8" dragonfly stainless steel each 18

roast beef slicer knife 11' - Sysco each 4
sharpening steel 12 - Sysco each 1
sharpening stones each 4
weigh scale

_____________________________________
fish weigh scale each

wrenches assorted each
____________________

Bills Dept. C-B-TI

Tackle
(dark green) hoochie amashita - OG142R 5/pkg 9
(green clover) hoochie mashita - 0G78R 5/pkg 3
(green ghost) hoochie amashita - OGXI4R 5/pkg 2
(green gb) hoochie mashita - 0G208R 5pkg 4
'purple haze) hooch is rmashlta- 0197R 5/pkg 4
(army truck) hoochie amashita-OG6OR SIPKG 4
barrel swivels I 100/pkg 0
bead chain swivels

___________________________________
Angelo's - 105 lb -6 1 00/pkg 1.5

cannon ball snubbers ngelo's each 40
cannon balls lb each 33
cannon balls lb each
coyote -gb/green - Luhr Jensen each

________

	

________

coyote - nlckellnoen green - Luhr Jensen each
________

	

________

coyote car each
_________

coyote n blue each
________

	

________

ashers tspot - red/silver each
_________ _________

32
ashers spot - green/silver each 14

shers tspot - purple haze each 20
ashers ngle - black each
ashers angle - green each

_________ _________

shers angle - yellow each
________

	

________

4
nshers ngl

	

- silver each
________

4
mcrnann scissor snaps n elo's - stainless - size 5 1 OOIpkg 0.5
mustad 10/0 ibut 100/pkg I box cIrcle hook
notopus 3/0 amakatsu - barbless RED - No. 75313-25 25/pkg 25
nctopus 3/0 imakatsu - barbless SS - No. 75013-25 25/pkg
octopus 4/0 qmakatsu - barbiess RED - No. 75314-25 25/pkg

____________________

18
octopus 5/0 amakatsu - barbiess RED - No. 73515-25 25Ipkg 17
siwash open eye 4/0 amakatsu - No. 10014 6/pkg 14
siwash open eye 5/0 "makatsu - No. 10015 Blpkg 15
spreader bar halibut - #451 - size 6 x 12" each 24
torn mack #5 - chrome - Luhr Jensen each 11
torn mack #5 - brass/chrome HH - Luhr Jensen each 11
Assorted spoons so_____________________________________ _______



Spa tnvento

ITEM DESCRIPTION
Unit!

Measure 2012
Equipment
AromaGeni Diffuser

___________________________

Sale
_______

each
_____

_____I
CD Player each I
Diffuser Blend

____________________________
House Warming lOmi 0.5

Diffuser Blend Rain Forest lOmI 0.12
Portable Speakers pod docking station each
Rubber Bowl Large each _4
Silver Bowl Large each _2
hot stone set each _2
roaster

____________________________
stone roasters each _2

Stone Signature Set With Manual each I
ThaiMat each

______
1

towel cabinet
________________________

hot towel cabinet each
_

2
wedge bolster each -
well being music

_____________________________
5/pkg

Yoga Blanket
_____________________________

each
-

Yoga Mat
_____________________________
Thick each

-

Yoga Pillow each
-

Yoga Eye Pillow

_____________________________
each 2

Foot Soaker
_________________________

Bronze each
_

I

Furniture
clocks

_____________________________ _______

each 2
stool

_____________________________
stationary each

_
2

Stool Wheel each _I
table oortablemassagtable each 2
table stationary massage table each 2
waste basket each _3_______________________________

Guest Amenities

bra
___________________________

disposable bra
_______

each
______

3
thongs disposable thorigs - womens each 30

Linens ___________________________ _______ ______

bath mats ue each 5
bath towels eige each 4
Bamboo Head Band djustable each 4
blanket ectric blanket for wraps each
face rest cover annel face rest cover - natural each

_______

22
face rest cover ccl each 2
fitted sheets annel - natural each 15
flat sheets annel - natural each 11
flat sheets White each B
hand towels white each 20
pillow arge pillow each B
pillow Steri pillow - 9 x 12" each 4
pillow cases flannel each 4



Pillow Cases White Large each 24
Table Blankets For Spa Tables each 4
Towel 12 x 12 Terry White each 16

oIl
Cedarwood

_____________________

lI2oz
_____

each
Citronella 1/2 oz each
DUI lOmI each

-

Eucalyptus 1/2 oz each
-

Fir lOmI each
-

Fir lOnil each
_____

Geranium 10 ml each
_____

1
Grapefruit /2oz each 2
Grapeseed Oil L each 0.5
Ginger

___________________________

OmI each 1
Marjoram ml each 0.875
Orassent1al /2 oz each 1
Peppermint ml each 1
Pine ml each
Rosemary Wild lOnil each

______

_____I
Rosewood lOmI each 13.35
Spruce lOmI each _1
Tea Tree 1/2oz each 1
Thyme 10 nil each
Ylang Ylang 10 ml each

-

-

Skin Products
exfoliant

________________________

ewhal bath salt
______

250 gr 8
Eye Soother amboo Silk Lavender Eye Soother 3
lotion otone Polar Lotion 16 oz

-

gel ,tone Therapy Gel 3L 1
lotion Deep Tissue Lotion 2L I.
oil eplenishing Light Massage oil 200m1 - I
lotion raweed Body Butter 2L 1.
cleanser Glacial Purifying Cleanser 21 1.
exfoliant Greentea Seaweed Salt Glow 21 1
lotion Glacial Warming Serum 11 0.8
Mist Glacial Revitilizing Mist 2L 0,5
Gel Hydra Skin Renewal Gel 21.. 0.5
mask Lavender Facial Exfoliating Mask .5L 1
Moisturiser Lavender Moisturiser 5L 1
Firming Mask Seaweed Firming Mask 2L I



Stall Store Invento

ITEM DESCRIPTION Unit! Measure 2012

Beverage ________

Redbull
______________ ____________

36______________ ____________

Food ___________ ________

Chips
______________

each 50
oum

______________

Dentyne each 1
L'Arabar each 10
M+IKES

______________

3
MoWs Apple Sauce

____________ _________

_________ 18
Nature's Valley granola bars

_____________

asst flavours cli 23
opcom oh 36
sower bar

_______________

assorted flavors oh 3
Protein Bar ch 24
skittles

_______________

22
skittles

______________

Mini
___________

20
Veg Bar Gluten Free

____________

27______________ __________

Batteries

M
______________ ___________

each
________

60
C

_____________

each 13
0

_____________

each 4_____________

General
Mens Razor

_______________ ____________

each
________

52
Alarm Clock

_______________

each 1
Toothbrush

______________

each 6
Lady Dec

______________

each 3

	

-

Speed Stick
____________

each 3
Bic Razors

______________

______________ each 10



Uniform Inventory

UNIFORMS

(Description
New
Basic Black Vest Mans
Basic Black Vest Womens
Basic Black Vest - Woniens
Seal Brown - Mens
Seal Brown Mens
Seal Brown - Womens
Eddie Bauer White 3/4 Sleeve - Womens
Eddie Bauer White 3/4 Sleeve - Womens
Grey Stormteth Vest - Womens
Grey Storrntech Vest - Womens
Stormtach White Polo - Womens
Stormtech White Polo - Womens
Stormtech Fleece Black - Womens
Stormtech Fleece Black - Womens
Stornitech MHTOO9 Sandstone
Storrntech MI-ITOOS Brawn
Stormtech MHTOO8 Brown

Used
Stcrmtoch Black Vest - Womens

	

M

	

I
Stormtech Black Vest - Womens

	

L
Stormtech Black Vest - Mens

	

M

	

1
Stormtech Black Vest.. Mans

	

L

	

1
Stomitech Black Vest Mans

	

XL
Red Polo - Mens

	

L

	

1
Polo Black - Mans

	

M

	

3
Polo Black - Mens

	

L

	

2
Polo Black - Mans

	

XL

	

2
Polo Black -Womens

	

M

	

3
Black T-Shirt- Womans

	

M

	

4
Black T-Shirt - Womens

	

L

	

2
Purple Polo - Women

	

L

	

2

Size 2012



Wine Invento

Red 2010 Vanatal 9 wines
Closing

inventory 2012

Tinhom Creek 208 Merlot 41
Road 13 Rock Pile 10

	

-

Rose
Road 13

_________________________________
Honest John Rose

__________

7

White 2010
Red Rooster

________________________________
2008 Viognier 2008

__________

Red Rooster 2010 Vionnier
__________

21
wowteaf 2007 Gewurztraminer 8

Black Hills Alibi 2
NkMip Riesling 21
Yojng & Wyse Amber 2
Tinhorn Creek Chardonnay Black Reserve 62



SCHEDULE C

'TESTING ORDER
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SCHEDULE D

RELEASES

RELEASE

TO: NORTHWEST ANGLING ADVENTURES LTD. ("Northwest"); and

TO: PRICE WATERUOUSECOOPERS INC., in its capacity as Court-appointed receiver of
Northwest (the "Receiver").

RE: Release and Waiver of Claim

WHEREAS:

A. Northwest filed an assignment in bankruptcy on March 14, 2013 and
PricewaterhouseCoopers Inc. was appointed as trustee of the estate of Northwest
(the "Trustee");

B. Morita Co. Inc. ("Morita") has filed with the Trustee a claim of debt against Northwest
in the amount of $11,308,170.00 (the "Claim");

C. Pursuant to an assignment dated May , 2013, Morita assigned to the undersigned all
estate, right, title, interest, claim, demand and cause of action, both at law and in equity,
including any supporting documentation, which Morita had in relation to the Claim;

D. Pursuant to the terms and conditions of the asset purchase agreement made between the
undersigned and the Receiver, and made as of May 16, 2013. The undersigned agreed to release
and waive all of its right, title and interest in and to the Claim on the terms set out in this
Release.

1. For value received, the undersigned irrevocably releases Northwest, its directors, officers,
employees, shareholders and representatives and its legal representatives, successors and assigns
(all of those persons and entities being called the "Releasees") from all claims of any kind which
the undersigned or its legal representatives, successors and assigns ever had, now have, or may in
the future have against any of the Releasees by reason of any cause, whether known or unknown,
arising from, connected with, or in any way related to the Claim.

2. The undersigned represents and warrants to the Assignee that it has not previously
pledged, assigned or encumbered the Claim which the undersigned is releasing in this Release.

The provisions of this Release will be binding upon the undersigned and its legal representatives,
successors and assigns.

TEMPIDV\VANLAW\ 1208231\4



E-2

The undersigned has executed this Release this • day of May, 2013,

S

Per:
Name: S

Title: S

TEMPIDV\VANLAW\ 120823 l\4



E-3

RELEASE

TO:

	

NORTHWEST ANGLING ADVENTURES LTD. ("Northwest"); and

TO:

		

PRICEWATERHOUSECOOPERS INC., in its capacity as Court-appointed
receiver of Northwest(the "Receiver").

RE:

	

Release and Waiver of Claim

WHEREAS:

A. Northwest filed an assignment in bankruptcy on March 14, 2013 and
PricewaterhouseCoopers Inc. was appointed as trustee of the estate of Northwest
(the "Trustee");

B. Michael Uehara ("Uehara") has filed with the Trustee a claim of debt against Northwest
in the amount of $2,669,421.00 (the "Claim");

C. Pursuant to an assignment dated May -' 2013, Uehara assigned to the undersigned all
estate, right, title, interest, claim, demand and cause of action, both at law and in equity,
including any supporting documentation, which Uehara had in relation to the Claim;

D. Pursuant to the terms and conditions of the asset purchase agreement made between the
undersigned and the Receiver, and made as of May 16, 2013. The undersigned agreed to release
and waive all of its right, title and interest in and to the Claim on the terms set out in this
Release.

1. For value received, the undersigned irrevocably releases Northwest, its directors, officers,
employees, shareholders and representatives and its legal representatives, successors and assigns
(all of those persons and entities being called the "Releasees") from all claims of any kind which
the undersigned or its legal representatives, successors and assigns ever had, now have, or may in
the future have against any of the Releasees by reason of any cause, whether known or unknown,
arising from, connected with, or in any way related to the Claim.

2. The undersigned represents and warrants to the Assignee that it has not previously
pledged, assigned or encumbered the Claim which the undersigned is releasing in this Release.

The provisions of this Release will be binding upon the undersigned and its legal representatives,
successors and assigns.

TEMPIDV\VAN_LAW\ I 208231\4
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The undersigned has executed this Release this • day of May, 2013.

S

Per:
Name: S
Title: S

TEMPIDV\VANLAW\ 120823 1\4
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